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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
Poland and World Politics
It has happened again: an attempt to establish socialism with a human face in Communist Eastern Europe
has been crushed.
It appears as of this writing early in the new year that
the Polish government's declaration of martial law has
succeeded in silencing active opposition and imposing
public order. The dissident leaders have been arrested.
Lech Walesa, the extraordinary spokesman for an extraordinary organization-Solidarity-is somewhere in
custody. With their leaders removed from public sight,
the Polish people have been unable to mount effective
protest against General Wojciech Jaruzelski's military
rule. Thus the "Polish spring" of 1981 endures the same
fate as did Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968.
T here is little that either the Polish people or the outside world can do about all this. Military intervention is
out of the question. It would bring a general war, one
that if restricted to Europe and conventional weapons
the West could not win and if extended to the world and
nuclear arms would result in mass devastation. Violent
internal resistance would almost certain! y be heroic
folly . The Roman Catholic Church in Poland, which has
made clear its unhappiness with martial law, has indicated its understanding of power relations within the
country by urging workers not to resort to armed resistance. The church understands that such action would
only bring bloody repression and, if necessary, a Soviet
invasion and occupation. Even President Reagan, who
has every political reason to encourage protest, ha
made it clear that he does not expect or want the Poles
to take to the barricade .
Economic anctions expre s our outrage and so have
ymbolic meaning, but no one expects them to have any
ignificant effect on internal developments in Poland.
nd if anctions could destroy the Polish economy, it
is not clear that such actions would mak moral or trategic sense. The Poli h people would uff r terribly,
the We t would lo e billion of dollar on defaulted
loan and Poland would remain under ultimate Ru ian
domination. It i difficult to e that a Poli h economic
wa teland would be in anyone int re t. Internal pa i e re i tance might not be th b t form of prot t
a ailabl but that i a matter that onl th Pole themelv
e to and in the ab ence of effecti l ad rhip
diffi ult to in titute
Februa
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The West's options, then, are severely restricted in
Poland. We can-we have to-express our moral revulsion at the suppression of tentative moves in Poland
towards establishment of .the ordinary freedoms we in
the West assume as a matter of course, but we can do
little in a positive sense to get tho e freedoms restored.
At the very least, however, we can use the Poli h tragedy
as an occasion to sharpen and deepen our thinking on
foreign affairs and to rid our elv s of the illusions and
sentimentalities that so often reduce foreign policy
analysis to an exercise in wishful thinking.
In the first place, all but the willfully blind mu t e
that the problem of tyranny and oppre sion und r Communism stems from the system it elf, not from th
character of the particular men who happen to b in
power at any given time. Scholar of Marxi m and of
Soviet history debate whether th tyranny i inherent
in Marxist ideology or whether it only developed out
of the Leninist or Stalinist application of that th or
to practice. Given the fact that th re is not now a n nauthoritarian Marxist regim anywh r , the form r
interpretation seem the mor plau ibl . In any a ,
the historical record i clear: all Communi t r gim
everywhere have been and ar tyranni . Th
v rit
of repres ion varie from place to plac and from tim
to time, and those variations mu t b tak n int a unt
in formulation of policy toward
ommuni t g v rnments by non-Communi t nation ·. talin wa a but
and his ucce or hav not b n or at I a t n t t

We must disabuse ourselves of the fantasy of .. convergence," the belief that Communist and Western
states are fated over the long run to wind up with social systems that are essentially similar.

that their freedom of action extends only as far as the
Kremlin allows it to. Again, control from Moscow is
often less repressive and more flexible in its application than was the case in the days of Stalin, but the
people of Hungary, Czechoslovakia., and Poland have
particular reason to know that Soviet control is no less
absolute for its being exercised with some measure of
latitude. (We trust that no one seriously believes that
the crackdown in Poland was made without primary
reference to the wishes of the Soviet Union; those who
do so believe will, as the saying goes ,-believe anything.)
Soviet oppression, then, is a function of both ideological need and the political/strategic perceptions of
the Russian leadership. Whatever its sources, it guarantees in perpetuity the absence of freedom among the
people of Russia and Eastern Europe. We must disabuse
ourselves of the fantasy of "convergence," the belief
that Communist and Western states are fated over the
long run to wind up with essentially similar social systems. Those who trace the line of development from
Stalin to Brezhnev and extrapolate from there the
emergence of a free society in the Soviet Union are
peering not so much into the future as into infinity. In
that long a run, as Franklin Roosevelt observed in
another context, we are indeed all dead. There is no
good reason to suppose that the US and the USSR have
anything like a common historical destiny.
There are those who, exercising a kind of demented
evenhandedness (to adopt Peter Berger's arresting
phrase), argue that the democratic nations have no
right to complain of Soviet tyranny since their own
liberties are imperfectly distributed and since, out of
strategic necessity, they occasionally make common
cause with authoritarian and repressive governments.
Thus, it is argued, America must either dissociate itself
from such authoritarian allies and quasi-allies as South
Korea, the Philippines, and El Salvador or convict
itself of hypocrisy when it condemns Communist repression. Such efforts at moral symmetry sound persuasive only so long as one forgets that it is a real world
we are dealing with, one in which nations mu t reconcile their behavior with the moral and political priorities that confront them. In such a world, no nation can
participate in a meaningful and purpo ive way and still
expect to operate with perfect moral consi tency and
unfailing moral delicacy.
Consider, for example, the case of World War II.
There, America and its allies found themselve bound
to one of the most monstrous regimes in world hi toryStalin's Ru ia. They made that repugnant alliance
because of higher strategic necessity: they dealt with
Stalin in order more effectively to oppose Hitler. And
they were morally right to do o. Few would argue
moreover, that their alliance with Stalin render d their
4

moral criticisms of Hitler invalid.
We encounter little difficulty justifying the alliance
with Stalin because we see it in the context of the larger
end-the defeat of Hitler-of which it was a part, and
the clear moral superiority of the Allied forces in that
overriding conflict allows us to put subsidiary events
in proper perspective. So it should be today.
No one action or alliance can be judged in isolation
or without careful consideration of the likely results
of alternative action. There are occasions when the best
we can do is choose the lesser evil. We have to guard,
of course, against falling into moral cynicism in the
means we employ to oppose Soviet repression and expansion, but so long as our ends are just, a counsel of
moral perfectionism as to means can be rejected without excessive moral agonizing. There is nothing wrong
in supporting an authoritarian South Korean government when we have every reason to believe that if we
withdrew our support, the result for South Korea would
be not the emergence of liberal democracy but invasion
and defeat from the North.
The most crucial division in foreign policy attitudes
today separates those who can, at least in a general
sense, equate pursuit of American interests in the world
with pursuit of international justice and those for whom
that equation is problematic. And, as was true with Hitler, the best case for making the equation depends n ot
on pretensions to peculiar virtue on our part but on
knowledge of the objective evil of the system we oppose.
Poland reminds us that the Cold War is still alive,
however weary we might be of the exertions, tensions,
and insecurities it engenders. Those who warn against
"cold war rhetoric" and "anti-Communist phobias"
have allowed their utopian dreams of an end to international conflict to ob cure the enduring reality of an
aggressive Soviet empire that is, or ought to be, the
enemy of decent people everywhere. The pursuit of
detente makes sense only if we understand it as a means
of keeping our necessary opposition to Soviet power
at a threshold short of all-out war. If detente is taken
to mean that all other interests-moral, political, and
strategic-ought to be sacrificed to the creation of lessstre ful relations with the
R then it deserves only
our contemptuous dismissal. The two great imperatives
of international relation today exist in frustrating tension with each other: we have to continue to search for
way of avoiding nuclear war without allowing that
earch to become the excu e whereby we give up our oppo ition to oviet tyranny.
It i di piriting, more than 35 ear after the Cold
War began, to face the pro pect of its indefinite continuation. We have long ince wearied of it ideological
rigiditie it political po turing it elf- erving
rhetorical convention . We rightl u pect that it hold
The Cresset

If the views on evangelism of Episcopalian Bishop John Shelby Spong reflect general opinion in

the churches, then the faith of Protestant Christianity is in an advanced stage of decline.

temptations for us to moral complacency and to sacrifice
of nuance and soph istication in our view of the world.
T hose temptations need to be resisted, but we must not,
in seeking to escape their lures, forsake the struggle
of which they are an unavoidable accompaniment. The
struggle itself we have to continue because to give it up
in frustration or loss of will would be to give up the
values that define us as a nation. Poland ought to remind
us of all that, and give us heart to persist in what we are
given to do.

~=

Christianity for Skeptics
For Christians, despair is a sin. It is, at times, only
that knowledge that holds us, teetering at the brink,
from plunging into the slough of despond as we contemp late the state of the contemporary church.
T h e most recent occasion of melancholy for us occurred in reading an article by Episcopalian Bishop
John Shelby Spong, "Evangelism When Certainty I an
Illusion ," in the January 6-13 issue of The Chr£stian Century. Since The Christian Century comes as close as any
one journal can to representing mainstream Protestant
Christian ity in America, and since major articles in it
presumably reflect broader streams of opinion within
the church, Bishop Spong's essay may tell us a great deal
about the malaise that currently afflicts the American
churches.
If indeed this article reflects general opinion, then
the faith of Protestant Christianity is in a late tage of
decay. Evangelism, after all, has to do with the church's
main business, the proclamation of the Go pel, and Dr.
Spong's version of evangelism i so desiccated and apologetic, so lacking in vitality or conviction, so entirely
devoid of hope or con olation, that one wonders who in
his righ t mind would find anything at all in it to which
he should pay heed, much less commit hi life.
Bishop Spong counsels, in effect, that all planned programs of evangeli m be given up. He offers thi advice
not in an anti-in titutional mood but on th a umption
that, being based in "the religiou no talgia of the pa t "
such program are inappropriate to "our po t-Chri tian
world. ' ctive program of
angeli m as ume "an
exclu i e Chri tian truth' (a candalou propo ition to
the Bi hop a it ha b en to oth r ) and th y ' flouri h
whi h th pro incial conThi traditional "imperialu
thi term
ral tim
cl ar what h m an b it
t b d ir d)
rooted a it i in a narro certaint ' cann t app al t
th modern pirit " hi h knm that th r i
Febroa
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changing truth." Bishop Spong wants very much for th e
church to keep up to date: "To the degree that evangelism is rooted in the certainties of yesterday, it will always be an ineffective and even discordant tool for the
church eager to enter the world of tomorrow." The
possibility that the church might have something useful
from its past to pass on to the world of tomorrow ap parently has not occurred to the Bishop.
Any proclamation of the Gospel, Dr. Spong advise
us, must be "honest," and, so far as we can make out,
honesty for him consists in conceding that ther is very
little, if anything, that the church can ay about God
for sure. Dishone ty , he ay , 'occur every tim any
religious body claims infallibility for any id a it presents. Christianity itself doe not and cannot embrace
the whole truth of God. So I can make no claim for God
that are ultimate, and if I do, I am di honest."
What, then, would constitut
vangeli tic hone ty?
"To be honest in our day i to embrace r lativity a a
virtue and to recognize that ab oluti m i a vi -any
kind of absoluti m, whether it be eccl ia tical, papal
biblical or the ab oluti m of acred tradition . . . . W
cannot give what we do not have . Certainty ha never
been our possession but rath r, our illu ion."
Having approached the edge of agno tici m th Bi ·hop attempts to pull back. We can ay something ab ut
God, he insi ts- but h never manag · to conv y with
any preci ion what that om thing might b .
rtainl
it is not to be found in the place. Christian hav traditionally looked for it: "The Bibl , th r ds, th acr d
traditions ar only p inter to od whi h mu t b tran cend d, explored in the light of ea h n w day." (Th r
may be tho e who, unlike Bi h p p ng d not r Ii h
the pro pect of r reatin th ir th ol gi al univ r
first thing each morning.) H h Id · t
hri tin hi wa ,
but hi way mak who or what h i l inging t diffi ult
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Bishop Spong no doubt intends to salvage the faith by making it accessible to modernity, but
his proposal requires not so much orthodox Christianity's adjustment as its dissolution.

of definition: Dr. Spong's Christ is "real" and "operative," but neither "ultimate" nor "definitive." What
those rather crucial distinctions might signify , he does
not bother to explain.
Whatever it is, it's all rather ethereal and openended. The life of Bishop Spong's ideal evangelist must
be "radically open and unthreatened." The evangelist
must further "be capable of listening deeply, be enormously sensitive, be able to risk, and possess the ability
to embrace vulnerability and uncertainty as inseparable
from life in Christ." This constitules an unobjectionable
(if banal) list of qualities useful to human relations counselors, but how those therapeutic qualities relate to the
rather specific substantive affirmations of the Christian
tradition is never made clear.
The traditional yearnings, hopes, and consolations
that Christians have associated with life in Christ have
no place in Bishop Spong's amorphous formulation:
"The only reward Christ offers, I believe, is the Christian life of openness, vulnerability, expansion, risk,
wholeness, love. Nothing else: not success, not heaven,
not an escape from hell, not friends, not security, not
peace of mind." Not faith either, one would gather.
What do we have here (aside from a portrait of a Bishop suffering from deep spiritual uncertainty)? In essential terms, we have a proposal for meeting the challenge of modernity by the simplest means possiblecapitulating to it. There is no doubt that traditional
faith is problematic for modern man in a way it was not
earlier, but Bishop Spong's solution to the problem
would destroy the deposit of faith that he as a priest is
sworn to preserve. He no doubt intends to salvage the
faith by making it accessible to modernity, but his proposal requires not so much orthodox Christianity's adjustment as its dissolution.
It is difficult to imagine what remains of Christian
faith after Dr. Spong is through relativizing it. If Jesus
Christ reveals nothing "ultimate" or "definitive" about
the nature of God, what does it signify to speak of incarnation, salvation, or resurrection? If Jesus is to be
seen as no more disclosive of God than any of a great
batch of other plausible figures of reverence, why
should he command the ultimate tru t and commitment that Christianity ha said the faith requires of us?
What does Bishop Spong suppo e the words mean when
every Sunday he and the rest of us confes faith in the
Trinitarian God of the Apostles' or icene Creeds ? If
one adopts the Bishop's perspective, it is difficult to
see-and thi is not meant flippantly-why one should
not as well be a Druid as be a Chri tian. It seem extremely doubtful, in other words, that Chri tianity can
undergo the Bi hop's relativizing proce s and till have
anything to say that it would mak en e to attach transcendent meaning to.
6

One has to admire Bishop Spong's frankness; we suspect that even the notably latitudinarian Episcopalians
might find it difficult to accept his views without objection. But one also has to be dismayed-and we mean no
disrespect to the Bishop personally-at the spectacle of
a prince of the church peddling skepticism as the form
that the faith must currently take.
It is sometimes suggested-Bishop Spong himself so
intimates-that the only alternative to his form of radical theological revisionism is the brand of fundamentalist/ evangelical Christianity that holds to Christian
truth-claims at the expense of intellectual depth or
theological sophistication. There are times when one
gazes at the world of American Christianity and wonders if that is not indeed the case. It is at those moments
that the despair mentioned earlier becomes a temptation.
But there is no compelling reason , either in theory or
practice, why we should be restricted to such a bleak
choice. To avoid modernism , we need not resort to
primitivism. There remains the great vital center of
Christian belief and practice: the tradition of orthodox
catholic faith. There are, of course, significant differences within catholic Christianity concerning matters
of doctrine and practice, but those differences fade into
insignificance when compared with the differences between the catholic center and the fundamentalist and
modernist poles to either side. Those of us who can say
the historic creeds without turning off our minds and
yet without entering so many mental reservations as to
reduce our confessions to blasphemy need to demonstrate to Bishop Spong and others like him that there
exist alternatives to mindlessness other than faithlessness.

••
••

Early Snow
Someone i explaining that
The first day of snow
Is a stairway back to God.
A neighbor tosses hi shovel
And shout "Long Live Winter!"
Like a new believer:
11 of u turn· he cha e a dog·
The children laugh when he tumble .
"Change! ' he hout and I think
Of coin , watching thi friend
llow the dog to lick hi face.

Gary Fincke
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Two Imaginary Lectures to
My Students in Freshman Composition
Course on Writing
Harold J. Harris

(For fairly obvious reasons, what I say below could not very
well, or at least effectively, be said to a class of freshmen
there to learn how to wri"te a weekly theme. If the occasion
were ever to arise, however, for me to open the term with
the first set of observations and to close it with the second,
this is what I would tell them. It is what I now try to get
through to them, if only implicitly and obliquely, but sometimes in a more explicit and reasonably straightforward
fashion. At Kalamazoo College we call it Expository Prose,
but a theme by any other name . .. )

Fresh man Composition, unlike almost every other
course that you will be taking over the next four years,
is a course without any content and one which, for that
among other reasons, emphasizes form above all else. It
is not, th en , wh at you say in your themes that matter
so much as how you say it. It is not so much what Mencken, Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and all the other writers
that you will be reading say that matters nearly so much
as how and how well they say what they do. My primary
purpose in teaching you is to impart to you those skills
in writing and reading that enable educated men and
women to communicate with one another and with you
in the most effective manner possible. How to say it
best and most effectively, how to describe or explain or
narrate or report or persuade or argue, thi i what we
will most of the time be con idering.
Does that mean, then, that what you say, or for that
matter what I ay, really doe not matter? That truth or
fal ity, good or evil, hone ty or di honesty are wholly
be ide the point where the writing of th mes or the
examination of profe sional writing is concerned? Am I,
that i a king you so long as you are in thi cla to act
on the as umption that the end of effe tive reading and
writing ju tify whate er means to those ends? urely if
I believed that, and a ked you to b lieve that and act out
th con equence of that belief I would b ith r a moral

cretin or a moral monster, neither of which I know myself to be. Or perhaps, rather, I would be that not uncommon creature, a morally neutral and neut red professor, in this case of freshman compo ition.
Even that kind of profes or would point out to you
that in certain fairly obviou way ther is an ethical
code underlying this cour e, and that it manife ts it elf
first of all in the way that I treat you. I a ume, that i
that each one of you is an individual and thu entitl d
to respect, consideration, and fairness in all of my
dealings with you. "Dealings," how ver, ·ma k of th
impersonal and the conventional. If thi · ur
u ceeds then it will have gon beyond that - a important
as it is for certain convention to be obs rved and for a
considerable number of procedures to b follow d in
what much of the time has to be in imper onal fa ·hi n because something like a r lation hip will hav d v loped between me and each of you individually a w 11
as all of you collectively. It will not, mind y u b th
relationship of friend . That i o not only b cau · I
am considerably old r than you and mu t at tim · judg
you and your work, but becau e friend hip b tw n n
person, and he in a po ition of auth rity, and a wh I
group of people i impo ibl .
v rth I
th r will
b a genuine relation hip, and that m an that I will b ,
aware of each of you in your individuality and a n t
ju t o many tudent but a m ral ag nt ·.

Responding in Human Terms

A native of ew Jerse and a veteran of World War II
Har ld Jo l Harri has been a member of the English Department at Kalamazoo College since 1954 with time off to
teach at Michigan tale in 1
and at Bogazici niversit
in Istanbul in 1975. He earned his B.A. and M .A . fr m Rutge~
and his Ph.D. from Ohio tale. He ha publi hed on a great
van'et of wn·ters most recent( Paul colt and Hen Green.
Februa
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Ideas have consequences, even the ideas expressed in something as seemingly innocent as a
freshman theme . Arguments are not morally neutral and they should never be made just for effect.

without ever forgetting that my primary role is as your
teacher, while your primary role is as my student.
Because this is a course in expository prose, much
of what I have to teach you will .be done through the
agency of the weekly theme which you will be writing
and I will be critiquing. And as I have already told
you, most of my attention will be paid to the formal
aspects of that theme, meaning such things as grammar,
punctuation, spelling, paragraphing, coherence, etc.
You will decide each time on the content to fill that
theme form, and if your content does not say what I should
like it to, politically or economically or morally, so be it.
That hardly means, however, that there are no ethical considerations whatsoever entering into your writing
or my critiquing. Whether you are describing a person
or narrating an event or trying to persuade someone
that they ought to do whatever you think they would be
well advised to do, you are expected to be as scrupulously
honest as you can be and never argue (or anything else,
for that matter) just for effect. Ideas have consequences,
even the ideas expressed in something as seemingly
innocent as a freshman theme. If you put forth an idea
that has its premise such an unthought-out notion as,
say, that rural blacks in the South do not really possess
feelings or any kind of self-conception and therefore do
not care what disposition is made of them by their social
superiors, then you are being guilty of a species of intellectual dishonesty that is well on its way to being
moral dishonesty or worse.

Taking Morality and Religion Seriously
Still, since this is not a course in political theory or
sociology or philosophy, I will not expect of you either
the same rigor or the same comprehensiveness when it
comes to dealing in your themes with political or other
ideas. What I have every right to expect, though, along
with your regard to form is that serious thought and
regard for people-most ideas have something to say,
no matter how indirectly, about people-that is the
necessary prelude to any genuine moral thinking or
behavior.
And if your political ideas should be connected to
perhaps even grow out of, your moral convictions and
those in turn, as is most likely, be grounded in your
religiou beliefs? Then I would expect you, indeed encourage you, to choose those subjects and develop tho e
ideas that best enable you to bring those con iction
and beliefs into play. The last thing I would want you
to do would be to write always in a morally neutral
fashion, and as if religion had ab olutely nothing to do
with freshman theme writing.
The next-to-last thing I would want you to do would
be to engage in proof-texting or any kind of piritual

8

strong-arming: quoting the Old Testament as I once had
a student do in order to "prove" that women simply
have no business even thinking about equal rights, or
asserting that God has told you that the poor shall
always be with us and that therefore all welfare programs are bad will get you nowhere as a theme writer.
Now, that is assuredly not to say that you cannot argue
against equal rights for women or demand an end to
welfare, rather that you must develop an argument instead of merely invoking some heavenly authority and
letting it go at that.
I have been talking so far about your writing, but
you are of course aware that along with it we shall be
paying a fair amount of attention to the writing of professionals: professional historians, sociologists, political scientists, et al. As with your themes, the articles
and essays of these men and women will receive our attention largely on the side of their form. But at least
as much as will be the case with your writing, whenever
the content of their writing seems to demand it we will
consider that content. Being neither historian nor sociologist nor political theorist, and teaching a course intended primarily to generate thinking (and behaving)
in certain ways about the closely related skills of reading
and writing, I will not pursue, or at least not very far,
such questions as: Is what this writer saying necessarily
true and valid and correct and as comprehensive and
well-informed as it might be? Still , I will quite often
raise questions that without for a moment failing to take
into account formal matters will nevertheless be apparent to you as being informed by my moral awareness.
So when we examine George Orwell's "A Hanging" I
will try to get you to see how Orwell's profound conviction that capital punishment is humanly wrong and
therefore morally wrong finds expression in a beautifully-crafted narrative to whose crafting I will devote
most of my attention.
Or a different kind of example when we analyze
Loren Baritz's introduction to the volume on the 1920s
that he edited (The Culture of the Twenties, 1970), I will
want to know of you what reason you have to think that
Baritz like practically every writer who deal with the
pa t ha a particular point of view, slant, and even bia
which e erywhere manifests itself. hat I hall a k you ,
do you make of a pa sage like this:
fter the Vol tead
ct and with peace, the urban- illage coalition broke
bowing the determined core of Prohibitioni m to be
where it alwa wa : in the Methodi t and Bapti t
churche in illage and to" n all aero the nation
among outherner fearful of drunken
egroe and
emplo r wanting ober laborer and afraid of drunk n
agitator and amon nativi t who b li
d that , arth
and ali n t pe would commit their , or t e ce e if
gi en ac e to booze.
hat I hould, ant ou to und rThe Cresset

Not all ideas have a moral dimension or component to them: mathematical and chemical ideas,
for two, more often than not occasion no moral thinking or decision-making on our part.

stand about the writing here, and what I fully intend to
point out to you if you do not see it yourselves, is the
way that through a careful selection of details and an
even more careful choice of words Baritz has loaded the
deck so that none of his readers is likely even to take
seriously those Methodists and Baptists who sincerely
believed in temperance, much less to take seriously
their ideas on that subject. This is the kind of disingenuousness that I regard, and I should think you would
too, as intellectually dishonest.

Considering Sacco and Vanzetti
There is another passage from this same piece of
writing, this time on the subject of the famous SaccoVanzetti case, that I will be asking you to take a close
look at. It is this one: "The alien threat was supposedly
proved by the arrest and conviction of two semi-literate
Italian radicals, Sacco and Vanzetti, con£essed pacifists
and draft-dodgers. Arrested for murder, in a trial dominated by the issues of patriotism and radicalism, they
were actually convicted of being alien." What they were
"actually" convicted of, as Baritz surely must know since
everyone who knows how to read would have learned it
from every single account of their trial that has been
written, was the murder of two payroll guards. And,
besides being pacifists and draft-dodgers, the two men
were Anarchists, a fact that Baritz rather conveniently
overlooks-as well he might have, since in the first two
decades of this century it was not uncommon for Anarchists on both sides of the Atlantic to engage in political assassinations or murders that were politically
motivated. Then there is of course the fact that as
Francis Russell and almost every other writer who in
recent years has investigated the case has concluded,
the weight of evidence is overwhelming that Sacco was
indeed guilty as charged while Vanzetti almost certainly knew about the murder. However, even if there
were considerable doubt as to the guilt of either man,
and the concession were to be made (although I for one
am unwilling to make it) that Baritz had the right to
conceal the fact of Sacco and Vanzetti having been narchi t we would till be left with the mon tr u accuation he bring against the judge the jury and th
whole
tern of merican ju tice-that th two wer
convicted of being alien.' Here Baritz i b ing a ood
deal more than di ingenuou · he i telling what h mu t
know to be an outright lie and one that can onl b
culated to influence hi r ad r in the dir ction of th
mo t profound moral critici m of th ir 1 ad r . 11
thin con idered then the onclu ion
e apable that Baritz i that or t of all -v rit r
hni all killful one (and ndow d -v ith a fin
a well)" ho i morall corrupt.
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Why then, you may be asking yourselves, would I
want to teach Baritz in the first place? Because both his
introduction and the book that it introduces represent
an excellent way in to a period of American hi tory
that the English Department has agreed provides an
ideal subject for freshmen to tudy and on which to write
research papers. And because that introduction lend
itself so very well-something that I did not even know
when we first settled upon the book for use in the cour eto the kind of formal ·analysi I have just ketch d in
that takes into account a writer' content and do s o in
such a way as to demon trat how hi or h r bia can
operate, sometimes openly and hone tly but at oth r
times surreptitiou ly and di hone tly.

.......
Here we are at the end oft n week · of th m s j urnalwriting, that big research pap r, and our xaminati n
together of Baritz and all thos writer includ d in hi
The Culture of the Twenties, and now we are r ady for a
look back at what we hav don and you hav l arn d.
There are, I hope, all tho e u ful thing you now know
about how to punctuate and paragraph, how to ompil
bib cards, how to tell the differ nee between indu tiv

More than Merely Means
A Poet's A pology
Jill Baumgaertner
Through the mundane bursts the transcendent: geranium petals flattened in the soggy grass; bright, quick
bracelets on a tall woman's arm; the rustled air of my
first Chicago autumn still smoking, a memory woven
into the wool and pencils of my everyday. Always in all
ways the ordinary becomes extraordinary through juxtaposition. What is the sacramental except that which
is both tangible and unapproachable, that which is both
a mystery and a handle on the mystery, that which is
human and divine, the metaphysical connection of disparate elements?

Poetry is an intensity of spirit into flesh, God into
n:ian, and so Christ as Word is God's purest poem to us.
This poetry, like dance, is the motion towards, the exhalation of the invisible, the inhalation of the visible.
Slashing into the day are reminders of the unpoetic,
of the disconnected: the Eisenhower expressway backs
up even to Mannheim Road and I can't get home; the
manuscript is returned because of insufficient postage
and it can't be read; a student needs help with commas
and he can't see why. The student's eyes are on the New
Yorker covers on my office wall, not at all on the separa-

Stages: Becoming Verbal
1.

111.

intimation

revelation

Driving
through
The fields
waft silence
A blank sky
Lilies languorous on groping
stems
Giant white bells
Clang-less
Flowers
breaking
the soft
stem-stalks
Cornlilies rustling the
Husks of whispers
The brush
a breeze strand
across an arm
The silks that are not flicked
Like someone else's memory.

11.

discovery
Stepped outside to smell the mornings muzzled damp.
Lifted that moss quilt
the soft foam pressure of
a tender froth.
Found under that stuffed pallet
jumbles of tiny flowers,
scatterings of crowded flocks.
Alo
hyacinth in the sandbox
And in the hed
shelves of
severed
1 aves
rumpled blossoms.

10

The words are twines
around
a stick.
The words are paleae stretched around the childa mother filling her robe with her children.
The words are white paper stapled into ivy.
The words are
roots
pricking
earth,
a tense
exposed
trunk.
The words are raw splashes of tomatoes and milk.
(Last summer in Flat Rock
a truckload from Georgia toppled,
smattered three car and the road
was iron twists and peache )
The words are cream and lettuce in an aching brew
and my cup
the hot white cardboard is lifted to my .
Also the Word unpeels the soft white fruit.

Jill Baumgaertner teaches English at Wheaton College and
is Poetry Editor of The Cre et.
The Cresset

tion of dependent from independent clauses. Whether
he knows it or not, he really longs for a leap into the
metaphoric, into a connective discourse, into a painterly
language which enlivens the abstract. These commas
are boring to him because they seem so autonomous. If
he could connect commas to breath and see them as
symbols, then they would mean more, but learning to
breathe a language is something like learning to play a
musical instrument, or learning ballet at the barretedious at first.
The poetry is always there (even in the commas) ,
ever shoving itself into my limited vision. There I see
the Sudden Service gas station on a back road in North
Carolina, Jung's Coiffures on the north side of Chicago,
that man on the bus performing endless motions-as if
he's on an assembly line with nothing to assemble that
we can see. It's all very visible to him, though. And the
passengers move away, press into each other, so we will
not be included in his hallucinations. Perhaps we think
we will be reduced, we will cross over into that silent
unseen if his eyes snag upon ours.
The poet, the dancer, the sacramental , our Lord, intrude on the everyday world in similar ways. Pure movement, total gesture, exquisite balance, a circular motion
which turns inward to intense listening and outward to
transfer the abstract to the absolutely concrete. And we
press away from beauty because we think we cannot
understand it.
In one of Rodin's dance sculptures which I saw at the
National Gallery of Art this past summer, the dancer,
foot reaching over her head, holds a stiff, straight leg
almost parallel to her body. This leg is the tree trunk
center, all strength, tension , and mass. Naturally , the
leg in midair cannot support the dancer's body even
though it seems to be the strong center of balance. But
the other leg which should bear the dancer's weight
barely trails the ground. It is delicately turned , almost
relaxed. The leg in midair carries the support for the
figure whose arms languorously encircle a restful face.
Where is gravity here? The trunk leg is steady, the head
re ting, the ground leg trailing. Here are both repo e
and total vigorous motion. Here is balance with an impossible center. Here is dance as the pirit's expre sion .
This tension between motion and repose is imilar to
the tension between visibility and invisibility. What
seem to exist as mutually exclusive phenomena actuall y
exist in relationship. God and man. Body and pirit
the blo som and the fruit the fruit and the ta t a
breathing balance of inner and outer.
So that i why my own word mu t train to approa h
that
ord. Into the mundane slip the extraordinar y
and tran form word bitten into m fin ger d P
,. hirl of anger or old un ets cliche and pure fe lin .
tran form them into melon pool and izzl d lap . Hi
word and Hi
ord alway m ea ure min and m but
finall what a r lief that all I need d o i impl a pt
grace-full .

The

Baptist

John stood in the shallows
of the water
more sunken root
than man
his eyes fixed and pitiless
as the desert sun
that sucked the river dry ...
the man watering his
donkey
paused
tied a bit of rag about his head
the mall crowd
on the river bank
jostled each other
some laughed
a ston e was thrown
and the we tering un
laid long hadow across th burnt
hills
and the fierce h at napp d
on the rock
like coal
a one by one
the people wrapp d
cloak about th m
and
dreaming of fir light
moved away
still h tood
d ep in th wa t r
hi hand in air
lik law t drag
t rribl thing
cl h
r cl n ar
and th nig-ht u ncl · br ath d
in bu hand tr
th and tr mb l cl an d lift I

th r

fl

J. T. Ledbetter
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The Challenge of Artificial Intelligence
Reconsidering What It

James Caristi

As faculty members of Lutheran institutions, we often
find ourselves concerned with articulating what it means
to be human. This occurs, for example, whenever we
deal with the question of values, or whenever we make
decisions regarding the general education requirements
of undergraduates. It seems to me, however, that the
understanding of our own humanity is being affected
by developments in the field of artificial intelligence.
My purpose in these remarks is to explain why I feel
that a sensitivity toward artificial intelligence is now
required in our attempts to come to terms with who we are.
"Artificial intelligence"? At best this seems to be a
strange juxtaposition of words, and at worst it must be a
contradiction in terms. Our intelligence sets us apart
from other animals. It is a primary component of our
personality. It is associated only with complex forms of
life. It hardly seems to have anything to do with artificialty of any kind. Yet researchers in artificial intelligence seem to have as their ultimate goal either the
development of a computer "brain" superior to ours in
most ways, or the duplication or simulation of all facets
of our human intelligence. Perhaps the best thing to do
at this point i to examine more do ely the types of
things researchers in artificial intelligence are actually
trying to do. We may then be in a better position to ase s the impact of artificial intelligence upon our notions of what it means to be human.
One of the earliest attempt to use computers in duplicating thing that humans do naturally wa in the area
of mechanical tran lation of language. Thi endeavor
was heavily funded by the government in the early
fiftie to tran late vast amount of information from
Ru ian to Engli h. One of the w ll-known torie in
this context ha to do with a large univer ity which had
suppo edly d veloped a mechanical tran lator. When

Jame Cari ti is an Assistant Professor of Mathematics and
Computer Science at Valparaiso Universit . He received his
B.A. from Flon·da late niversit and his Ph.D. from the
Universit of Iowa and taught for everal ears at Texas
Lutheran College. In addition to his articles on mathematical
fi'xed point the01 he has led se ral seminars discussing
Douglas Hofstadter's God 1 E h r , Ba h , and ts int rested
in the relationships between th humanitie and the foundations of mathematics. This essa was onginall , pr sent d at
the Association of Lutheran olleg Faculties confer nee at
Valparaiso niversit on O tober 3 1 1.
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someone from the government tested the program with
the expression, "the spirit is willing, but the flesh is
weak," the program translated it into Russian and then
back into English as "the meat is rotten , but the booze
is holding out." The university's grant was not renewed.
In any case, researchers realized that translation of language was not going to be as easy as it was first imagined
to be. Research continues today with extremely sophisticated programs which are capable of doing a satisfactory job, but only in severely restricted situations. A
universal mechanical translator will not be produced
in the near future.

Game-Playing is Not Frivolous
Game playing is a very popular area of artificial intelligence. It is not considered a frivolous pursuit because the games attempted all require the ability to
make decisions based on some ort of logical analysis.
As we learn more about how to set long and short term
goal and develop strategic plans in the microcosm of a
gam , in ights will be gained which will enable useful
decision-making programs to exist. The development of
good game-playing program ha been fairly successful.
A checker-playing program ha won a state championship a backgammon program ha beaten a world backgammon champion , and the bet che s programs today
can beat all but about one per cent of che s player in
thi country. Th program vary con iderably in their
approach to the game . ome of them do nothing but
compute a many po ible move a they can within
th ir limit of time and torage pace. ome do no
looking ahead what o ver and rel entirely on heuri tic that i trategic principle which ar programmed
in. Mo t pro ram do ome looking ahead to a depth
indicat d b th heuri ti b ing u d. For e ample
a ch
an b in tructed to alculate more
mo
b ing e amined in ol e

, ritt
r pr

m output
The r sset

If success were attained in a significant fraction of the proposed research in artificial
intelligence, many of our characteristically human traits could be assumed by machines .

were better understood. Consequently, attention has
shifted more to these problems. Even something as
simple sounding as the management of the computer's
memory becomes a significant problem when the amount
of d ata to be h and led is very large.
Progr ams have been developed that are capable of
provin g math ematical theorems in geometry and logic.
In some cases, the proofs that the programs generated
were n ot previously known by th e programmers. In a
related area, a program functioning as a "mathematician's assistant" was instrumental in developing a proof
of the famous "Four Color Theorem." Nevertheless, no
program has yet succeeded in either proving a totally
new theorem or even generating an actually new proof.
A major area of research in artificial intelligence is
the study of perception. The analysis of visually perceived items includes recognition of printed matter,
discrimination of Chinese characters, and the identification of objects in a picture. Research in aural perception has been so successful that "talking terminals"
for the visually impaired are now on the mark t. The e
can be programmed to recognize a small poken vocabulary from a particular person and can speak whatever
can be printed on the terminal.
The attempts to understand language by computer
have led to the development of "knowledge representation languages." The central idea here is to identify
word with "prototype" rather than word with "d efinition." The "prototype" includes definition , example ,
and contexts in which the word could b applicabl .
"Knowledge repre entation language " are intend d
to operate more like the way the human brain i thought
to work in learning new vocabulary.
Finally in thi urvey of topic in artificial int lligence we mu t be aware of efforts to create work of art
by computer. In addition to vi ual art work
ome of
which have been di played in prominent art all ri
we find production of poetry and pro , and production
of tonal and atonal mu ic.
fter pending o much tim di cu ing th
ar a into which artificial int llig nee r ar h
tu k their human no
it i not diffi ult t
th fi ld i controv r ial. If u c

Fi brua
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theorems? Regardles of what we mean by "solve" or
"prove," we are forced to reconsider what we mean by
"rational animal. "
Closely related to "rea on' i 'intelligence." It i an
unfortunate fact that no d finition of "int lli nc
acceptable acros di ciplinary lin . Thi has l d n
worker in artificial intellig n
to d fin e a int
gence" whatever has not y t b n imulat d by omputer. Alan Turing, on of th
arly pr min nt fi ur
in computer scienc de i d an intriguing t t for ' intelligence" in a machin . Th 'Turin
I
placing a human and a
mput r in
p
room , each of which an
terrogator only by typ d m
terminal. Th human int rr at r
which is the human and which i th
questions through th t rmin al. h
th int

ing to what

g nc .

Humanity and Moral Discernment
If w ar t

' and

ur

The fundamental issue is not whether computers can be human, but whether we can learn
anything about ourselves by attempting to simulate human types of activities in computers .

are capable of transcending the apparent determinism,
and many explanations for this have been given by those
who believe that humans can act freely. One such thesis
is that free acts are a result of t~e interaction of a large
number of complex levels, the highest of which is the
mind and the lowest of which is the neural level. If we
understood completely the neural level, would we then
be able to understand the mind? In this setting, the freedom-determinism dichotomy seems to be related to the
problem of wholism versus reductionism. Can the whole
be understood by knowing about each of its parts, or
does the behavior of the whole sometimes defy understanding by those who comprehend fully all of its parts?
The reductionist point of view does not seem to make
mu ch sense when trying to understand contemporary
computer products. By knowing everything there is to
know about what the electronic bits in a computer can
do, does that mean that we can explain a complex payroll processing program in those terms? There is now a
tremendous gulf separating the level at which the machine operates and the level at which a human user interacts with the computer. For example, a business executive knowing next to nothing about computers can
quickly learn to use a query language to find out about
production levels in his company without ever being
aware of the fact that there may be five intermediate
processes (levels) that translate his request into electronic instructions. There are so many buffering levels
separating the user from the electronics that, in complex
applications, it seems that the user is simply carrying
on a conversation with a human. The increasing number
of buffering levels seems to make reductionism a relatively useless way of understanding what is happening.
It is also currently the case that computers are being
designed and manufactured which are so complex that
they cannot be fully tested. Companies like IBM put
new products on the market which, even after having
been thoroughly tested, develop "bugs." There is no
longer any way of being sure that the computer that
has been produced will do what wa intended and only
what was intended. A certain amount of effective uncertainty has entered the development of computer .
It may be as illy to ay that a comput r will onl do
what it' told to do as it i to ay that a human can be
understood totally in terms of heredity.
While it may y t be argued that reductioni m continue to explain what comput r do it doe not
m
u eful to ven attempt to u e reductioni m to explain
the outward performance of a comput r. In tead an
explanation that r lies on int rm diat con tru tion
i valuable. Wholi m doe not n
aril r den r ductioni m · it ma imply a that the whole i b tt r under tood by not trying to pi c tog th r all of it part
but by looking at anoth r mod 1. nd if wholi m pro-
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vides a better way of understanding computers, then we
should not be surprised if our computers someday p erform what appear to be free acts. The wholistic mod el
which might best explain things at that point might
be a human one.
Other presumably unique characterizations of humanity include the power of abstraction, the prop ensity for mimicry, the ability to associate ideas by simi1ari ty, and the desire for self-improvement. Yet
researchers in artificial intelligence are now attempting
to replicate even these human traits. Quite a few people,
including scientists, have been disturbed by this. These
critics feel that the research is not worthwhile because
it is futile: computers have not participated in culture,
they have no soul, they have no sense of the good, cannot appreciate irony, or lack some other human characteristic which denies forever their humanity.

Thinking What It Means to be Human
It seems to me that the issue is not whether computers can be human, but whether we can learn anything
about ourselves by attempting to simulate human types
of activities in computers. I have attempted to describe
how the study of artificial intelligence has already
forced us to look in new ways at what we mean by reason,
intelligence, and freedom. Just as there is no acceptable
definition of intelligence, there is no absolute definition of what it means to be human. Indeed, the central
concern of the humanities is to be constantly trying to
articulate and understand our humanity. Nowadays,
however, we must be prepared for the possibility that
many of the things we identify with our humanity may
be embodied in an electronic device. The possibility
may be denied, but not ignored.
If we wish to deny the po ibility that computers can
be uccessfully u ed to mimic mo t human activities,
we mu t realize that we will confront oppo ition from
diver e source . In an age of specialization one of the
few multidisciplinary area urround artificial intelligence. B ides computer cienti t re pected cholar
in philo ophy p chology neuroph iology and lingui tic are doing re earch in the field. Journal uch
a Intelligence and Cognitive cience olicit article from
man p r p cti e dealing with the relation hip b tween
th com put rand the mind.
I am con inc d that the comput r pro ide u with an
arena in , hi"h w can tud facet of humanit . I ee
it a th equi al nt for the humanitie of th laboratory
for th
ienc . Th omput r can pro ide u with" a
of t tin h poth
and rai in ne, qu tion about
ur mind and p r onaliti .
p rim nt alon th
Jin are alr ad b in p rformed. \\ ar obli d to
t 1 a t b a" ar of them.
Cl
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Taking Life Seriously
The Case Against Roe v . Wade
Richard Stith
(Editor's Note: What follows is the testimony of Professor
Stith before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Amendments on the subject of proposed amendments relating to abortion. Professor Stith testified by invitation on
November 12, 1981, in Javor of the proposed "Human Life
Federalism Amendment, " which reads: "A right to abortion
is not secured by this Constitution. The Congress and the
several States shall have concurrent power to restrict and prohibit abortion; provided that a law of a state which is more
restrictive than a law of Congress shall govern.")

Let me first remark in passing that I am not entirely
satisfied with any of the proposed amendments. As
someone sympathetic both to the pro-life position and
to democratic socialism, I would like to see both the unborn and the born guaranteed a right to life in the full
sense: that is, a right not only against public or private
violence, but also against the evils of pov rty, di ease,
ignorance, class prejudice, and the like. The right to
life ought to include a right to that level of welfare minimally necessary for a decent existence. However, I realize such a right is not under consideration today, o I
will go on to the matters here at issue.
As you know, the Roe v. Wade decision grants a contitutional right to abortion throughout pregnancy.
More specifically, there is a right to end what the Court
calls the "potential life" of the fetu for any reason whatoever prior to viability, and for any reason of maternal
health (including "familial" or "psychological" "wellbeing") thereafter. 1 This deci ion and it progeny
(ironic term) tum the early stages of our common human specie into absolutely private prop rty-virtually
unlimited by public, fetal or even paternal int re t .2
a teacher of comparative law, I find thi d ci ion
unique in the world. o other modern dome ti stat
or for ign nation ha ever, to my knowl dge, privatiz d
th alu of ne human lif to thi d

our country not a a matter of t mporary legi Iativ
experimentation, but by practi ally unchan eable judicial fiat-and this with carcel any prin ipl d ba i in
the Constitution. 3
All thi , how ver i beside my main point today:
Whatever critici m may b lev lied at th out om of
Roe v. Wade, far wor e in my opinion i it r a nin . In
order to su tain its new right to aborti n, th
tends not to know wh th r actual human lif

n-
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If we

do not take the interests of the unborn as actual living human beings into consideration,
we cannot logically claim to really care about the right to life even after birth.

born we cannot or will not save.
Nor is this callousness toward the unborn without its
effect on the moral and legal rights of the rest of us. For
consider: the Court is saying tha,t after eight months of
gestation a child in the womb is still only a potential
life which can be intentionally destroyed for the sake of
familial or psychological well-being, while another
eight-month-old fetus born prematurely is an actual
human life with full human rights. But the two beings
are developmentally identical , differing only in location and mode of nutrition and oxygenation. Would an
I. V. and an oxygen tent make someone not alive or not
human? Clearly not. Would someone who really cared
about the rights of new-born infants completely ignore
identical infants endangered in the womb? I think not.
He or she would take them into account to the same degree in or out of the womb,5 even if other interests (say,
privacy) provided a greater counterbalance of value
prior to birth.
Therefore, and this is my fundamental point, if we
do not take the interests of the unborn as actual living
human beings into consideration, we cannot logically
claim to really care about the right to life even after
birth. If we are willing lethally to ignore someone when
he or she is hidden from sight, we cannot care sincerely
and in principle about his or her life when it is in full
view. In graphic terms, the nurse who both cares for
premature babies and does quasi-elective late-term
abortions is involved in a contradiction which cannot
be resolved except by either ceasing to do abortions or
by becoming equally callous to life after birth.
Put more generally, Roe v. Wade, by arbitrarily
ignoring the actual existence of life prior to birth, commits us to a nominalist or conventionalist view of human rights .6 If the definition of when a human being
exists can be arbitrary, then the human rights which
supposedly accompany that existence likewise are recognized arbitrarily. Such rights are ubject to re cission
at any time.
Of course, a long as we are strong enough or valuable

5

I am a suming here that neith r ignorance nor r ligiou revelation
can be in oked here con titutionally to allege that the minor ph _sical
differences in and out of the womb are metaph ically major. Oth er
a es ma well ha e been able hone tly to draw line which mod rn
medical kno, ledge and the ecular tate prevent u from doing.

6

The conventionali m of R oe v. Wade i al o hown by the fact that
Ju tice Blackmun appeal to the conclu ion of pa ta e and reli ion
to upport hi po ition. without inquiring into th validit of the fact
and valu premi e upportin uch conclusion . If he wanted to find
out a true or ri ht answer regarding abortion. he would obvi u ly
have to make uch an inquiry. ( e would not think it a uffici nt argument for the permi ibility of !aver that mo t ag hav thought it
ju tified .)
In tead . he eem to treat th definition of life a a matter f m re
social convention. ee Roe at 715 ff .. 730 . Cf footnote 5 upra.
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enough, we are no doubt not in personal danger of losing our rights. But the safest as well as the highest path
in the defense of civil rights is to patrol the perimeters
of principle, to close up every single opening. For to
affirm a single arbitrary exception to a principle, such
as the right to life, means that the whole remainin g
structure can no longer logically be defended. Indeed,
already anyone who arbitrarily disregards human life
can rightly claim that he is only doing what the Cou r t
has done. If he is punished, this can seem to him only
an act of power rather than one of equal justice.

Reason as a Weapon Against Power
There is one further harm done by Roe v. Wade to
civil rights in general: It eliminates reason as a weapon
against power. If the fundamental facts on which the
law is based are to be finally and arbitrarily defined by
the Court to suit its wishes, then no one can even sensibly object to the laws which govern us. Pro-lifers, for
example, argue that certain facts (such as the heartbeat,
brainwaves, or physical appearance of the unborn) indicate that abortion kills a human being, and they are frequently met with the response that there is no point in
claiming abortion kills since the Court has decided the
issue once and for all. Such a world is an Orwellian
nightmare, just as in 1984 one could not sensibly be a
pacifist because war was officially defined as peace. If
the factual concepts on which legal decisions are based
are stipulatively defined in ways which can support only
the results reached, the possibility of reasoned public
criticism is eliminated.
What can b done to reverse these effects of Roe v.
Wade? To my mind, the simplest and best would be
simply to recognize the developing human embryo and
fetu to be a con titutional person under the Fifth and
Fourte nth mendments. s a per on he or she would
have to be taken into con ideration in all legi lation
relat d to pregnancy and could no longer be declared
officiall to ha e only a potential or doubtful existence.
Of our e ev n p r ons do not have ab olute rights ,
and qual protection doe not mean identical treatment
but onl non-arbitrary treatment. Calling the unborn
1 gal per on for purpo e of the right to life mean onl
that th ir live cannot b urrendered without a compellin tat int r t. nd tom mind the unique condition of pregnancy- u h a pri ac emotional di and
ual in qualit -tog ther with public conrn uch a th difficult of enforcing child protecti e
mak it rea nable fore ampl not to puni h the
woman riminall at all-and in tead to focu on other
, a to limit abortion ( uch a b r quirin prior counllin , a wa don in \
t
rman or b p nalizin
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Personhood for the unborn would not lock us into a rigid policy of treating abortion legally
as murder. It would only ensure that the unborn's interests are taken into account.

the abortionist).
Personhood for the unborn, m other words, would
not lo~k us into some kind of rigid policy of treating
abortion legally as murder. It would ensure only that
the unborn's interests are taken into account like anyone else's, that we make a good faith effort to protect
them as part of our community, not that their interests
become the whole of our concerns. Even calling the
right to life "paramount" or adding the phrase "no unborn person shall be deprived of life by any other person," in my opinion, can express no more than an ideal.
It does not mandate the enforcement of this ideal by
absolute means which do not take into account the other
interests at stake.
Unfortunately, however, a personhood-conferring
amendment may be politically difficult to pass. This is
so not because such an amendment would be in fact
overly rigid, but because it can easily be distorted in the
minds of non-lawyers to appear to be absolutist. By acting as though the word "equal" meant "identical," opponents of fetal personhood are already claiming that
passage of a Human Life Amendment would cau e
every woman having an abortion to be prosecuted for
murder, and everyone miscarrying to be liable for manslaughter. We may well regret such scare tactics, which

are reminiscent of the equally misleading claims so far
used to defeat the ERA (such as the argument that it
would require coeducational bathrooms). But they are
nevertheless real and, in my opinion make the ucce
of a personhood HLA highly doubtful at thi time.
It is the gr at merit of JR llO, th "Human Life Federalism Amendment," that it cannot be accu d of locking the nation into any kind of ab oluti m in ith r
direction. By leaving- abortion up t
ongr
and th
state legislature to regulat , it p rmit div r nt and
evolving legislation th
orr ti n f mi tak
and
open-minded debate by all con rn d.
nd alon
among all the propo al b for y u , it l arly r buk
the Supreme Court for intruding into th r aim r served for legislation.

Removing the Blindfold of Roe v. Wade
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Moving Experiences
Reflections of a Veteran Itinerant
Dot N uechterlein
Far be it from me to brag, but I am about to launch
into a topic about which I am probably one of our era's
living experts. If you are planni!}g to move and wish to
hire a consultant on boxing and crating your household
goods, I'm your man-er, I mean person.
There are indeed some people who have moved more
often than I have, but they cannot really qualify as advice-givers. One class of vagabonds consists of the downand-outers. For instance, some of my probation-andparole clients a few years back changed addresses nearly
as frequently as a socialite changes clothes; however,
they seldom had much bag and baggage to tote along,
especially those who lit out of town. The idea was to
leave no tracks, so that weary creditors and bad checks
could not follow, and that required travelling light. On
the other hand, the poor but honest folks I've known
often have had precious few (or few precious) worldly
goods to accompany their constant search for livable
low-rentals.
The other habitual itinerants common in our society
are those persons attached to the armed forces or large
corporations. Now they could tell us heaps about putting down fresh roots and making social-psychological
adjustments to new communities. But the process of
packing and moving? No way. Happily for them the
pain is usually eased by the fact that the boss hires someone else to do the dirty work. We've all heard tales of
old rags and near-empty paint cans turning up at the
new location because the packers and movers had been
ordered to take "everything."
o, I am one of the few who has packed up whole
hou efuls more times than I care to remember, including twice this past summer: once across town and the
other aero s the border. To be honest, we nearly always
hire honest-to-goodness professionals to get the goods
from one pot to the other. Years ago we had so much
agony getting a U-Haul into Canada that we never tried
it again. Thi ummer, thanks to the generalmanship of
my long-suffering brother we did the two-mile cro town move by trailer but ad to ay ome ill effects are
y t with u . Dear husband still occasionally rolls down
the car window and scream "Fool" at other poor oul
tr ing to a e a buck by breaking their back .
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But I am referring to the actual getting of the stuff
into appropriate containers and making sure it arrives
at our destination in the same number of pieces with
which we started. That's the part I'm good at. Honestly!
In the 8-10 household moves I have handled, taking
tons of junk hundreds of miles, not one thing has ever
been broken, squashed, dented, or otherwise mutilated.
(Scratches don't count-one cannot protect against the
real specialty of those bright boys the van lines always
seem to find for the job.) In fact, the only casualty ever
suffered was once when I wasn't quite finished enough
(normally the movers are clearing out the first rooms
while I am boxing the last) and a company packer came
in to do a couple of lamps and mirrors. One lampshade
caved in and had to be pitched out, plus they lost a mirror. But I myself am batting 1.000.
How can you duplicate this marvelous feat? Well, for
starters it helps to spend years as a jigsaw puzzle addict.
Also it is excellent training to apprentice under a father
who could get two weeks vacation worth of possessions
for self, wife, and six kids into one middling-size car
trunk. But the real techniques can be learned through
practice even by those less privileged in their origins.
Assuming you can assemble a large number of containers of various proportions, there are just two simple
trategies to master: Proper Place (as in 'everything
fits in its proper place") and Chinese Boxes. The former
reduces the risk of damage to near zero, while the latter
account for the bundle of money you ave by going it
alone.
Proper Place emphasize the opposite of what you
might think: object fit into spots not neces arily by
their type, but rather by hape and size. Things break
becau e they rattle around bumping into other things,
o you mu t fill each box until it content cannot hift
around in transit. The compan man accompli h this
by filling all the empty pace with paper but the Proper
Placer a ume that among the content of the household there mu t be item of exactl the right proportion
to fit ju t o-item which have to go along anywa .
Fore ampl when packing a box of pot and pans
the h avie t , mo t awb ard piece naturall , ould go
on th bottom urrounded b light r thin . Th n ou
fill in th nook and crannie ith an thing el e which
fit no matter if it ha little or lot to do with th kitchen. Wh u e pap r wh n ad k of ard or a to or a
pair of boot in id a pla ti ba " ill do a
ell ? Or if
omethin must b wrapp d (china paintin
tc.)
The
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there are sheets, towels, blankets, or underwear just begging to play a meaningful role.
Of course you must realize that this method produces
rather adventuresome unpacking; the label on the outside of the box may guide you in determining most of
its contents, but not all those little extras that get thrown
in for ballast. Be philosophical about it-moving is a
nightmare anyway, so you may as well build in some
eureka moments, those fun surprises when you discover
that the gizmo for the pressure cooker or the blocks of
wood that hold the big bookcase together are not lost,
after all. (Note: There is a hidden blessing in moving
often; some of your necessities never get unpacked,
which (a) shows you they aren't all that necessary and
(b) saves you the trouble of packing them the next time.)
Moving is never lots of laughs, but Chinese Boxes at
least allows one to exercise some creativity. The principle here is to avoid moving empty space. Desk and
bureau drawers stay full, with layers of odd-shaped or
fragile items between the shirts and socks. Clothes hampers carry out-of-season garments or a bunch of pillows
cushioning the iron and the cuckoo clock, the garbage
can gets garden tools or the volleyball and net. (Ever
try to dispose of an old beat-up trash can, by the way?
Impossible- the sanitation workers never believe you
mean it.) Wastepaper baskets nestle inside one another,
the innermost being upside down and holding plastic
flowerpots. The plastic pitcher lying in a box may as
well carry a vase or measuring cups in its depths. I am
rather careful with my few special treasures, such as the
giraffe figurines which get tissue paper swaddlings and
ride in the car rather than the van. But even the crystal
survives Chinese Boxes treatment: each section of a partitioned liquor-store box gets a large plastic tumbler,
which contains a wine glass, which is topped with kitchen towels and pot holders. You end up saving money,
lots of it, because you use many fewer cartons than the
pros, who wrap each bit individually and charge for the
boxes besides.
The observant reader will have noticed that throughout this narrative the predominant pronoun ha been
the first person singular. I do hate to act th martyr but
it is a fact that I get very little help with this sort of nterprise. Being the literary type, my better half pack · a
mean box of books, and we're talking 70-80 box s in our
combined libraries. He has al o claimed through the
year that it is e sential that he buy quantitie of b th
books and booze, to keep on the good id of th proprietor against the day when the mad hunt i n f r
more cartons. It must work, because he doe turn up
with lots of them.
But that's about it. The truth i , he hat
zl . When we get to the point in whi h
m in
the hou e i half-fini hed and all f th
n
ntainer are aping open while I traip ar und h !ding
eral left-o er article whi h mu t ha
a Pr p r
Plac omewher -w 11 frankl h ant tan l it. I g t
intent and uncommunicative and h tand th r " nFebrua
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dering what on earth to do and nobody has had enough
sleep and the van arrives too soon and we consider marital separation. Meanwhile, small children pull out what
is freshly packed while larger siblings, having boxed up
their most precious possessions, stand around complaining bitterly about mother's decision to send some of
their lesser loves to either the Goodwill or the city
dump. No, I long ago found that the better way is to ship
everybody off to Grandma's or Aunt Shirley's, turn up
the stereo, take the phone off the hook, and brave it
alone.
As mentioned above, I am available for freelance advising. Am also considering a book, but fear that I cannot get to it fast enough. You ee, it i imperativ that I
share this valuable expertise immediately as my abilities will atrophy soon. Oh, someday I will h Ip the
young ones pack for college, and there i th o a ional
challenge of vacation trip wh n I g t to do both luggage and car trunk. Weekly I practice getting mor into
a grocery cart than anyone el e around. But m v a
whole household? Like the sports hamp who want to
hang up his gear while he' till on top, I plan t r tir
from active participation. My voice ha now join d th
mighty chorus of countless oth r who vow: M m v ?
Never again."
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Death
Is death an op n window
wher ouls e cape from loi t r d room ,
or ju t anoth r dead end tr t
paved with p imi m?
who can ay what my t ri might b unv il I
in od' xpanding mind
or wheth r nl r tting arb n at m ·
will tink up that aband n cl Ian ?
an,

·ign,

rh
rt ba k again?

I ·n trat •
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Television

No Mass
Media , Please,
We're British!
Six Charms
Of English TV
Richard Lee
" You liked Cambridge. didn't you?"
"Yes. didn't you?"
"It's all a con. sonny . This whole country is a
con. But there are still some pickings . The
box is the thing .. . . In the kingdom of the
blind the one-eyed monster is king."

Actually, television in England
is hardly the one-eyed monster it's
alleged to be in the dialogue above
between two cynical Cantabrigians
in Frederic Raphael's novel The
Glittering Prizes. Rather, English
TV is more like the watchful eye of
an old nanny. And like a good and
faithful nanny, English TV is cosy,
properly pedagogical, a good storyteller, ever resourceful, occasionally dotty, and perhaps amusing to
the family, but hardly an ogre or
tyrant. The box in England simply
does not dominate English life as
television dominate American life
and therein lies at least ix of the
charms of English television.
The first charm of English TV i
that it i free to be a very small ma
medium. In compari on to American
TV there is obviou ly le
of it

Associate Professor of Humanities in
Christ College of Valparaiso Uni ersity, Richard Lee is presently directing
the Universit s Overseas Study Center
in Cambn'dge England. Among his
other distinctions, he is former editor
of The Cre et.
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TV does not dominate English life as it does
American life, and that makes all the difference.
(three channels) for fewer viewers
(potentially 50 million) during
fewer hours each day across a tight
little island about the size of Michigan. But the smallness of English
TV as a mass medium is more precisely defined by its place in relation to other English media.
England, unlike America, preserves excellent radio programming
(including splendid radio drama
and the superb BBC news), plentiful newspapers (including many
lurid tabloids purveying sex and
violence as in the days of Queen
Victoria), and many lively theatre,
opera, dance, mime, and music performances as well as community
bookshops and small magazines.
Not even "Attila the Hen," as the
media sometimes depict Margaret
Thatcher, dares cut too deeply into
the national budget for the arts
and entertainments.
Therefore English TV does not
bear the burden of being the chief
source of information, the arts, and
entertainment for the English, a
burden borne by American TV for
most Americans. The English preserve a far wider "media mix" in
their society than do Americans,
and thus English TV is free to be a
small mass medium balanced and
supplemented by many other vigorous media. Television does not
need to please everyone when there
are plenty of ea ily available alternatives to it. Further many Englishmen remain in touch with live theatre live sport and live mu ic a
well as much per onal ociability.
One is probabl a likely to find an
English famil at a pub on an evening a home b the glow of the tube.
The cond charm of Engli h T
i its utterl natural Cromwellian
warts-and-all qualit . It i not a
glamorou medium a fixated on
youth con umption, and ucce a
merican T . C lebriti on Engli h T
ar f w and inde d th
whole notion of celebrit
em
forei n to Engli h ociet - unl

the queen and the royal family
could be said to function as celerities. At least there is little of that
American kind of free-floating
celebrity where one is "well known
for being well known" and can as
easily entertain, endorse a product,
and run for public office. Rather,
English TV performers can look
like they were called up from the
civil service or a Dickens' novel,
and they are as likely to be elderly
and homey as "the young and the
beautiful." The performers often
dress casually, wear a minimum of
make-up, and apparently leave their
blow-dryers at home. Many of the
programs are live rather than videotaped, and with the exception of
the lavish rock music fantasies, one
almost always feels he is immediately in touch with real people.
This naturalness of English TV is
initially unnerving for an American viewer, used as he may be to
TV as a more glossy medium for
his private fantasies or for cheery
public morale complete with laughtracks. English TV is wool where
American TV is polyester.
English TV is particularly matterof-fact and down-to-earch in the
morning hours when it's given over
almost wholly to its commendable
Open University broadcasting. Even
later in the day English TV remains
relentlessly pedagogical with lots
of self-help shows hosted by neighborly "talking-heads" who ~hat
helpfully about say gardening,
land cape painting the joys of
bra srubbing, and the care of pets.
When the children come home from
chool there are delightful quiz
program e peciall for them puppet how call-in happ birthday
partie
ing-along coaching for
por of all kind and excellent
dramas treating th world of childr n intelligent} . B
tea-time
Engli h T
eem e p ciall like
leanin o er the h dgerow for a
lei urel
i it with
our
midetached n i hbor.
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England provides proof that Christian values can be perpetuated culturally
without stirring up a great deal of Christian belief by mass media evangelizing.
Indeed, an American tuning in
to English TV almost any time day
or night might feel he has blundered into an English country garden. The programs are laid out
colorfully in irregular lengths ,
seldom formally on the hour or a
regular fraction of it, and they
topically meander through the day
and into the night more like a
growth of nature than the handiwork of man. A program runs as
long as it needs to and stops, or if
it needs more time it takes the time
and pushes the next program aheador sometimes compresses it. In the
garden of English television programming, the rue is sometimes
mixed with the spurge, the tickweed
with the thyme, and if the madwort
occasionally seems likely to overgrow the hellbore the whole of the
garden nevertheless has a pleasant
air.
Contrarily, American TV seems
more mechanically manufactured ,
each program factory cut to fit 30,
60, and 90 minute plasticallysealed segments. American TV programming always knows where the
majority of the audience is and aims
right at it. English TV programming has to be sought out individually and at leisure on a winding
path with many surpri e . The different TV programming format
nicely reflect the different values
of the two ocietie , for Engli h
TV i primarily intere ted in peronal communication of the art and
information and
merican TV i
primarily in the bu in
of making
a ma popular ulture availabl
for profitable adverti ing. The
different T format al o probably
r fle t the different empha
a h
ociet
place upon d m
tendin
tr

d m

medium . First, it is a refreshingly
secular but not secularist medium.
Religious broadcasting i almo t
non-existent save for programs like
Your Fav01ite H y mn, a Day One
religious news program, and an occasional homily from th vicar
study at the end of the broadcast
day. But there is nothing remotely
like an "electronic church" in
England, for Christianity in England
is so much a part of the Engli h
tradition that Christianity and th
English tradition cannot be readily
separated for TV programming.
Insofar as the English tradition
carries Christian values it seems to
do so, as far as I can e , without
massive infusions of Christian faith.
Certainly England is proof that
Chri tian value can b p rp tuated culturally without stirring up
a great deal of Christian belief by
mass media evangelizing. That
seems to thi viewer b t both for
the church and for televi ion and
makes England seem ind ed an
"other Eden, demi-paradi

from broad nationalistic app al
If, ay , th flag app ar at all, it
s em more a d coration than a
ymbol and regional loyaltie m
England
m mor h artily
l brat d than any national l
For an m rican vi itor in ngland,
dinner might b gin with toa t
chang d to the Que n" and 't
th Con ti tution of th
nit d

English television
rather resembles an
English country garden.

anc
th

-
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it i

not
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The television interview programs well reflect the characteristic English trait of
understatement concerning serious matters and mock outrage over minor irritations.
English TV here reflects the
English approach to public life generally, namely, first the English decide what kind of society they want
and then seek to fund it-with more
or less success. I think it would not
occur to most Englishmen to let
loose capitalist economic forces and
then let an "invisible hand" decide
the quality of their public life as well
as the marketing of their goods. In
many paradoxical ways traditional
England is a more experimenting
society than the United States, though
it remains to be seen whether England
can preserve a healthy capitalist
economy without sustaining it by
means of the predations of capitalist
culture. For the time being one can
watch English TV without feeling
he is an advertiser's target or that
the purpose of life is to compete and
consume. Certainly the English have
a freer TV medium largely under
government control than Americans
have with their TV largely under
corporate commercial control.
Which leads me to the fourth charm
of English television, namely its dispassionate yet committed treatment
of political issues and its steady development of a political culture
through its pervasive documentary
programming-as well as its straight
news reporting at sufficient length
to make current political choices
clear. Hereitiswell to remind American readers that, unlike their own
political spectrum which runs substantially from the center to the right,
the English political pectrum i
both wider to the right and left and
probably more extreme at both end
of the spectrum. American politics
ha neither the equivalent of Michael
Foot or Enoch Powell much le
Tony Benn or Ian Pai ley. m rican
reader may al o need to reflect
upon the paradox that their highl
mobile and protean o iety tend to
produce great ocial and political
conformity while the mor rituall
bound and tratifi d ociety of
England tend to produce mor in-
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dividuality, even eccentnc1ty. The
wider political spectrum in England
and in neighboring Europe requires
English TV to find ways to handle
controversy regularly, civilly, and
fairly, and this is nobly attempted
and often admirably achieved by a
remarkable number of interview
programs with what often amounts
to an adversary format. By comparison, American TV interviewers are
deferential to the point of docility.

English television
offers political candor
and clarity, and is
refreshingly free of
U.S. TV's combination
of prudery and prurience.
The TV interview programs well
reflect the characteristic English
trait of understatement concerning
serious matters and mock outrage
over minor irritations, and almost
all the speakers to the issues prove
the dictum that "The English think
as they speak while Americans speak
as they think." Even the interviewed
"man in the street" speaks not
phrases but paragraphs. TV programs of "talking-heads" are easy
to take when the speakers really
talk from their head and it is
especially refreshing to hear politicians and public officials speak
without the gaffe , disinformation,
evasions, public relations, and demagoguery characteri tic of merican
TV political di course. Americans
and the Engli h are not o much
" eparated by a common language'
as Shaw or Wild quipp d a th y
are separated b the cliff rent purpo e to which the put their common language.
tend to
u e their language to
11' and
'win fri nd and influ nc p opl '
while the Engli h t nd to u their
languag to think ' and r ach th
next compromi . Her on n ed
onl to compar Ronald R a an
with Mar ar t Thatch r a T
p r ona .

Of course, none of the precision,
lucidity, and nuance of English
public discourse makes any of
England's political choices easier,
and for all their alleged empiricism
the English do not always learn from
their experience, but at least English
TV could help them know why they
are wrong when they are not right.
English political broadcasting, ably
representing both the English sense
of "fair play" and the English love
of hard-fought games, provides a
remarkable format for furthering
England's knowledge of itself and
the wider world. This is all to the
good, for the English have harder
political choices to make and much
less margin for error than their
vastly wealthier American cousins.
A fifth charm of English TV is
related to its political candor and
clarity, namely its freedom from
both prudery and prurience. English
society generally is neither as informed nor deformed by the Puri tan
ethic as is America, and its resulting
freedom from both censoriousness
and lasciviousness is wholesomely
evident in its television. Programs
can be sexually candid without
salacious innuendo, nudity can occur without sophomoric leering,
and characters in dramas can use the
vivid and bawdy language of real
people. It hould be noted, however,
that Briti h Engli h, especially in
it widely ranging regional expresions o richly heard on unhomogeneous English TV has many
more wa
and word for expre ing trong feeling without being
profane than doe merican Engli h.
Indeed ome of the wa and word
on Engli h T w re not even dreamt
of b hake peare.
Perhap more troubling to an
merican moral majoritarian" ould
b the lark irr erence to ard
authorit on Engli h T
and it
forthri ht pre entation of controer ial i u
om time in omic
ti e. I recentl tried to ima m
Fah ell reaction to a
The
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The task of interpreting American TV to the English becomes a sticky wicket when
a majority of the American TV imports are a strange lot even by American standards.
Your Favorite H y mn program when a
young laywoman was interviewed
at her work with younger girls in a
birth control clinic where she modestly felt she was "only doing her
Christian service" and then delightfully chose as her favorite hymn "O,
Love That Will Not Let Me Go"!
Nor, I think, would Reverend Falwell approve, were it possible, an
American equivalent of the English
program A Kick Up the Eighties or
many of the anti-ecclesiastical antics
of Bless Me, Father or The Stanley
Baxter Show. The latter program ,
like many other English comedy
shows , would be under further
Falwellian suspicion for its frequent
use of male actors in drag, a traditional kind of English comedy which
is probably untranslatable to American audiences inclined to homophobia. The English comedy shows
recently exported to America - The
Two Ronnies, Morecambe and Wise,
Monty Python, and Benny Hill - are
only faintly representative of this
kind of English schoolboy com dy
on English TV. The b tter this
comedy, the more Engli h it is, and
thus the best of it will not export
to American audience .
Which leads me to the final charm
of English TV and thi charm dep nd upon an American watching
it with English friend - and then
having to try to explain th A m erican programs to them . It o
well
beyond trying to xplain to th
En Ii h wh
ay , Johnny Car on i
funniest to
m ri an audi nee
whe n hi joke don 't t a laugh or
upon eing an old R nald R agan
movie to ether , h it m ak
f t

grams on English TV are Dallas,
Vegas, Magnum, Flamingo Road, and
Knot 's Landing. Taken together they
are probably enough to strain the
Anglo-American alliance to the
point of complete English incomprehension of American oci ty.
These programs, especially wh n
nestled next to the vastly contra ting English programs often ommunicate a terrifying merica of
cynical corruption , vulgar con umption, reckless power, and vaulting
passions without the slightest compassion. And , of cour , there i th
violence of American TV which
seems more random , jad d , and
sadistic in American program when
they run beside the more carefully
pointed and restrained depi tion
of violence in English program . It
is littl wonder that th ordinary
Englishman could fear that th
m ight casually launch a nu I ar
"Shoot-Out in the K orral " with
the SSR. And I ·u p t, it would
be difficult for many En l i hm n to
beli ve that th av rag
m ri an
n ever hear a gun di harg d in
anger and th at a night in uth hicago might b af r than a da in
Belfa t.
Th tri ck of int rpr ting m n an
TV to th Engli ·h
m t turn n a

d istinction which is u nd er tandably
d ifficult for th m to com pr h nd.
Th y cannot r adily gr a p that
m rican TV i larg ly a p la m dium , a v hi 1 f r fanta and
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m
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The Kerner Commission report, if given close
attention, might help us avoid the fire next time.

Forgetting What We
Ought to Remember
The Neglected Kerner
Commission Report Still
Should Speak to Us
Karl E. Lutze
Among the adjectives invoked in
anticipating what will be happening
in the decade before us are ominous ,
awesome, and perilous. While some
have countered that we should speak
of "The Exciting 80s ," declaring this
to be a time for optimism and hope,
realism suggests caution, wisdom,
and courage as the attributes required.
For, in fact , our problem are
great. Unemployment is taking on
epidemic proportions. The shutting
down of businesses, mall and large,
is alarming. Courts find it difficult
to keep up with the volume of bankruptcy case . The line of refugees
looking for a home get longer by the
hour. The nervou tension among
the major world power , the unpredictable demagoguery and the r vo-

Karl E. Lutze who contributes frequently to The Cre t on political
affairs is Director for Church R elations
and Assodate Professor of Theology at
Valparaiso niversit . H e earlier seroed
for 12 ears as Executive Director of the
Lutheran Human R elations Association
of America.
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lutionary responses within and
among the developing countries, the
frightening treacheries of the terrorists in so many places- all these give
us cause to be a bit edgy as we wonder how the next years will unfold.
It is not a defeatist attitude to be
prepared for the rainy day. Historical memory should remind us of the
evils that attend each generation
and of our not always adequate response to those evils.
While we can still remember the
day of the soup kitchens and the
bread-lines of the 30s, and while
we may recall the black-outs of the
40s as the citizenry rehearsed procedures for response to aerial attacks, we may have forgotten the
more recent horror story of the 60swhen the tanks rumbled in the
streets and the national guard
marched among the burning buildings to the smell of smoke and tear
gas, and to the sound of sirens and
gun shots and broken glas . It is not
at all clear that we learned from that
horror story what we ought to have
learned.
In 1968 Bantam books issued a
paperback called Report of the ational Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders. Its subtitle read: " .S.
Riot Commis ion Report- What
happened? Why did it happen ?
What can be done?"
In 32 page of ob ring graphic
photographs and 282 page of d etailed de cription , the p cial ocalled 'Kerner Commi sion" p lled
out what had happ n d in th ra ial
cla he that exploded in the ummer of 1967 in Tampa Cincinnati
tlanta
wark Plainfield,
ew
Brun wick and D troit.
Th report did a po t-mort m on
what happ n d in tho
di a t r
and pre nt d a ar ful anal i of
the factor that ulminat d in th e
t rrif ing outbur t . Th o erall
pictur pr ent d i u 1 and painful to r call.
Th n in i ht additional h apt r
co rin 200 mor pa
th com-

mission read off its long list of recommendations for remedial changes
that would help avoid any repetition
of those agonizing pages of U.S.
history.
The publication enjoyed immediate success and its widespread distribution followed discussion of its
content in news releases, editorials,
magazine articles, and talk show
dialogue on radio and television.
But as happens with best-sellers,
the Report found its way to the
shelves and remote comers (in many
cases, not even read-often barely
perused) to gather dust and cobwebs. Today, few remember it; and
even fewer remember its message.
The Report focused on the following factors that surfaced in the Commission's studies, factors that helped
precipitate the disruptions:
1) the high unemployment that
characterized black communities. Among 16 to 19 year old
non-white employable males at
that time, the percentage of
jobless was estimated at 26.5
per cent.
2) the undereducated status that
marks so many residents of
non-white communities. The
commi ion cited a major factors in generating the turbulence both the pre ence of perons who had not completed
high chool educations , and the
inability of many non-white to
comp te in the job market and
the con quent lo
of elfe teem both of which contribute o h ea il to fragmented
famil life.
3) th man
manife tation of
povert among children aging,
unemplo ed and underemplo ed ondition tha t fo ter
di content h op ele ne
and
an er.
th probl m of substandard unsafe overpn·ced, and o ercrowded
housing that marked th
hetto
om m uniti of 1 7.
Amon th m an prop
d b
T he

ressel

Most of the proposals made in 1968 to eliminate the conditions that generated
the frightening disorders in our large cities have been ignored or discarded.
the commission for dealing with the
problem areas were these:
1) to attack unemployment, the
commission recommended job
training programs and development of new jobs in public and private job structures;
2) to deal with the relatively low
educational levels achieved in
minority neighborhoods, the
report called for tutoring programs, compensatory arrangements for those whose earlier
educational needs had been
neglected, and for expanded
scholarship subsidies;
3) to remedy the poverty situation
that plagues the congested
areas of our cities , the commission called for assuring "a decent level of exi tence" on the
basis of uniform national standards as well as creating new
work incentive and eliminating features in the welfare system that foster hardship and
dependence; and
4) to correct the reality of unsafe,
inadequate, and overpriced housing, the commissioners proposed that 6 000 000 units of
new low- and moderate- income hou ing be provided b tween 196 and 1973, that an
"expanded and modified b low-market" intere t rate program be in tall d and that a
r nt a well a an owner uppl em nt program be in titut d .
Th coreboard on follow-throu h
how that th o e mment (and th
public that elected th current admini tration) r
job-trainin
pro
that

ministration has cut sharply into
government support for educational assistance to people in poor neighborhoods. The slashes eliminate
programs intended to compen at
for neglected or inferior education
among lower-grade-level children.
Young men and women who might
otherwise pu rsue a college ducation now find them elves without
adequate scholarship help. The cutbacks almost assure the inten ifying
of the problems these people have
already been experiencing.
This same austerity move cut
deeply into any existing plan for
freeing people up for self-support
through provi ion of day car c nters or providing other kinds of r lief to the people whose few dollar ·
simply will not tretch farth r.
Almo t immediat ly after th K rner Commi sion relea d it r
mendations, the cutdown on r idential con truction - parti ularl y
for low-income hou in - went into
effect and th inordinat I hi h inbuil d-

hot umm er. True, thi coming umm r may p a qui tl y and un v ntfull y by . But riot r not, th pli ht
of th p r d
attenti on .

in th
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Who Needs Criticism?

Good Theatre Requires
Discerning and
Sympathetic Critics
John Steven Paul
In a fall issue of The New Republic, the journal's regular theatre
columnist Robert Brustein asked
rhetorically, "Who needs theatre?"
He answered himself, not surprisingly, "We all do." The remainder
of his essay constituted an eloquent
and solemn expression of hope for
the urvival of a theatre in America
that "signifies [the] community
we have forsaken the accidents and
risks we would rather avoid, the
sweat and gristle we prefer to disguise, the labor of humans working
against odds.''
One feels moved to respond to
thi e ay partly out of an impuls
to remark upon the remarkabl .
This is, after all, the am Robert
Bru tein the thrust of who e theatre
commentary is u ually that per on
who pay to ee what he perceive a
the banality of cont mporary theatrical fare are b neath contempt.
Thi is the Robert Bru t in who

John te en Paul recent[ recei ed
his Ph.D. from the Universit of Wisconsin Madison. He is a stage director
and teacher of dramatic literature at
Valparaiso
niversit . He is a frequent contributor to Th Cre t.
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Critics who regularly savage the theatre and yet
call for its revival might examine themselves.
yawns when an American theatre
ventures to enact a middle-class
story realistically and sneers when a
theatre attempts to create new forms
for the presentation of old truths.
Such a fervent expression of hope
for the future of these ventures
and attempts from this bi-weekly
yawner and sneerer seems incongruous. Incongruity is always remarkable and even amusing.
Not that one takes issue with Mr.
Brustein's right and responsibility
as a theatre writer to name mediocrity "mediocre." No intelligent
reader-no matter the depth of his
concern for the future of live theatre-is satisfied by the enthusiasm
of a booster, a publicist in the guise
of a critic, a sheep in wolf's clothing.
Still it is troubling to read the continuing condemnations of theatrical ventures and attempt from a
writer so thoroughly informed by
training scholarship, and experience m front of and behind the
curtain.
On one level, it is simply annoying that The New Republic, a
journal with wide circulation in
the nation's intellectual community,
implies that New York City theatre
is theatre. Further not even all ew
York City theatre i theatre · rather
theatre i Broadway, the establi hed
off-Broadway companie , and occasionally a major r gional theatre.
Thi implication t m from Robert
Bru tein' e tr mely narrow journalistic territory. Obviou 1 , no one
per on ould adequate!
ov r th
national th atr
but thi
fact do
implication.
The con quen
of a th atr
columni t
publi h d opinionse p ciall
n gati
opinion -for
particular th atr
mpani
an b
far mor
riou than a m r anno anc .
rguabl , it i " ithin th
pow r of a re p t d th atr
to dr wn th
ntur and
a
fled lin
f

such power in a theatre critic's pen
has been debated ad nauseam. Assuming that the power does exist,
it seems that its source is the complex relationship among the theatre,
its audience, and the critic.
The theatre is the most fragile
of today's art forms. It is a complicated and expensive undertaking,
depending on the contributions of
a relatively large number of specialized artists and practitioners as
well as on adequate facilities, equipment, and materials. All these items
must be paid for, usually by ticket
purchasers. The theatre needs its
audience to survive.
The audience does not need the
theatre to survive: no perceived
symbiotic relationship here. The
typical pair of potential theatre
patrons has many alternative for
diversion, including television and
the movies. Of those alternatives,
the theatre requires the greatest
investment (perhaps "risk" is the
better word) of time, energy, effort and money. There is no need
to rehearse the requi it teps that
precede the downsitting in a theatre auditorium. Suffice it to say
that unle s the pair live in one of
five or ix large citie , it fir t tep
i to travel to one of those citie .
The re p cted theatre critic's
di approbation confronts the pair
of patron a not the fir t and ufficient di couragem nt but a yet
another and perhap th final di coura ment to att nding a live
theatr production. "\: 11 ' h
ab ent-mindedl flipping through
th TV Guide th Post called that

film
ri tici m
that kind of
of

ontinu
rtainm
ati
The

res et

It must be difficult, even painful, for a critic to know that a well-fashioned
verbal assault upon a theatrical product might well prove a fatal insult.
specific work. Why? Partly because
the average television viewer risks
little in the way of time, energy,
effort, and money by tuning in a
television program; the moviegoer
risks little more in traveling to his
neighborhood shopping center to
view a film. One suspects that relatively few people avoid a television
program because of a critic's condemnation.
We have now arrived at the central dilemma for the theatre writer
who relishes his subject, believes
the theatre to be an absolutely
necessary component of a healthy
society, and cares deeply about the
present and future course of the live
theatre. How does such a writer,
cognizant of his power, write seriously, honestly, and supportively
about a theatre 1) which because of
its nature as an art performed live
by human beings is as likely to be
imperfect on a particular evening
as it is to be perfect ; 2) which because of the uneven geographical
distribution of artistic talent is
likely, in many locations, to seem
amateurish in comparison with
centrally produced and broadcast
television and film productions;
and 3) which tends to be measured
against traditions of dramatic and
theatrical excellence which reach
back to the beginning of recorded
cultural hi tory, a well a again t
the highe t quality theatrical ventures around the world. (For example: i it fair to mea ure the work
of Chicago' ' off-loop' theatr
again t the Ro al
hake pear
Compan
ichola
ickleb , imported from London?)
Thi dilemma on
pr
\ ould b e p ciall a ute
\ riter with Rob rt Bru t in'
\ ith a pr ducer-dir ctor f
th academi th atr (late f
now at Harvard) and a riti
in the prof ional th atr . Th
th atre

and new productions of old plays. In
theatres allied with educational
institutions it is the process of theatre production that is pre-eminent·
the educator-director instructs and
confirms, criticizes and encourage ,
chastens and rewards studentartists engaged in the process of
producing theatre art. The educator
invites an audience to view the
results of this process, to previ w
theatre artists who may one day turn
their knowledge and skills into
vital theatre productions, to be
present at the creation of new theatre. The educator's professional
attention is focused upon the process, the theatre artists, the creation.
The professional theatre writer
focuses not upon the creation, but on
what has been created. The theatre
artists are not his clients, those who
read his felicitous phra es are. The
critic's constituents are naturally
more concerned with product
rather than proce . Pot ntial audience look to the writer to represent them in the audienc , to aid
them in making their d i ion t
invest time, en rgy, effort, and
money in this product. Th obj tivity born of the writer' detachment from th production pr
enable him to think and writ n tically of the product. Y t, for n
o intimat ly involved n a daily
ba i with the pro e of pr du ing
theatre, writing about pr du t a
d tached from pro e mu t b diffi ult. It mu t b
till m r
ficult

ntinu
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primarily in the product, might it
not be possible to subtly educate
them concerning the no-doubt
mystcriou chain of development
through which production ha
traveled? Rather than an immediate
evaluation of th product, might the
th atre critic not attempt to desci:-ibe the context in which th production developed: a cont xt ompri cd of obje tiv and g al · which
may hav
xt nd d b y nd th
simple goal of a 'hit h w"? ould
not a r pon ibl th atr writ r
take care to an w r th qu ti n
' what w r th y trying to d ?"
before judging how w ll th y did it?
It may w 11 b that pot ntial
theatr audi n · do n t ar t
read about th proc s
f r atin
theatre, but th

a
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---------------.......-----------Four Theatres
In Five Books

Review Essay
Arv id F. Sponberg

Post-War British
Theatre Criticism
By John Elsom. London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul. 270 pp. $25.00; $14.95
(paper).

The Strands Entwined:
A New Direction in
American Drama
By Samuel J. Bernstein. Boston: Northeastern University Press. 171 pp.

The Theatre Event:
Modern Theories
Of Performance
By Timothy J. Wiles. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press. 209 pp. $17.50.

Run-Through: A
Memoir, 1902/1941
By John Houseman. New York: Simon &
Schuster. 507 pp. $7.95 (paper).

Front & Center: A
Memoir, 1942/1955
By John Houseman. New York: Simon &
Schuster. 512 pp. $7.95 (paper).

Arvid F. Sponberg is Associate Professor and Chairman of the Department
of English at Valparaiso University. He
earned his B.A. at A ugustana College
(Illinois), his M .A. at the University of
Chicago, and his Ph.D. at the Universit
of Michigan. He has a particular interest
in modern British and American drama.
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It will be a fact of theatre history
that the late twentieth century produced almost as many varieties of
theatre as it did of religion. The
books discussed here illustrate both
that variety and the quality of current thinking about the theatre.
Anyone seriously interested in the
theatre, its history and future , ought
to feel dismayed at the spectacle of
these five books. They are all about
the same thing and yet that thing
manifests itself under different aspects, no one easily related to the
others. With no sense of assurance,
and strictly for convenience, I've
given these aspects names, trying to
apprehend something of each author's attitude toward his subject.
I. The Theatre as Scrapbook
John Elsom, theatre critic for The
Listener, has compiled an anthology
of excerpts from daily and weekly
newspaper reviews published between 1944 (Olivier's Richard 111)
and 1978 (Pinter's Betrayal). Fortyseven performances of forty-five
plays are reviewed. (There are three
Hamlets, by Burton, Warner, and
Kingsley.) These include nine
Shakespearean productions, three
American plays (Streetcar, Guy s and
Dolls, and Long Day's Journey), and
six other non-British plays (Oedipus,
Godot, Brand, Marat/Sade, Misanthrope, and Three Sisters). Of the remaining twenty-seven British plays,
twenty-four were written during the
period under scrutiny. Elsom has
struck a rough balance among dramatic forms but only major playwrights, directors, theatres, and actors are noticed. He provides a brief
general introduction to the craft of
newspaper reviewing as well as informative "bridge " between ets of
review .
The book enable the reader to
gauge ome of the reactions to major
shifts in the theatrical life of London. Further, it provide the chance
to read several re iews of a ingle
performance. The difference
among these re pon e - ome broad
ome ubtle-con titute I think the
reason for the book. In the end,
though , the differenc don't eem
o important. Becau e of it arrange-

ment, the book encourages dipping.
It's just the book you need if you
catch yourself thinking, I wonder
what the reviewers for the London
dailies thought about Rattigan's
Separate Tables. Or, perhaps you've
puzzled whether W. A. Darlington
wrote with the same verve in 1967
as he did in 1944. Maybe your modern drama instructor has assigned
you to do a paper on Pinter. This
little gold mine of quotations will
give your essay the patina of scholarship.
It is fun to read about famous performances. Olivier's later career
gets loving attention. His playing
of Oedipus and Mr. Puff on the
same bill and his Othello sent the
reviewers scrambling for their metaphors. The excitement survives in
their columns. This kind of nostalgia
has always been a major pleasure of
theatre-going and Elsom indulges
his readers in what has been an exciting era in British theatre.
Beyond nostalgia, however,
Elsom's purposes are not clear. His
interstitial commentary hardly constitutes history and he simply leaves
out too much territory for us to take
this as a serious survey of criticism.
Moreover, I suspect that the sources
for these excerpts are someone's
scrapbooks. I hope that Elsom didn't
plunk himself for long hours before
a microfilm reader to find material
which only reminds us again that
daily theatre reviewing is an ephemeral profession. So much reviewing
is reporting of who plays what and
who directed whom. Even in small
doses this soon becomes tedious. I
found myself wishing for less about
the players and more about the playwright and the plays. Scene, lighting, and costume designer , as usual,
rarely rate more than a mention.
Daily and weekly reviewers seldom ha e the leisure to educate the
audience about the planning which
condition the performance. El om's
commentary, by contra t, i welcome
becau e it an wer ome que tion
which the revie" cant e en rai e.
Finally though he leave hi
ource and u , in the hadow .
concluding chapter drawing out the
The Cresset

main themes of the period, a bibliography, and biographical sketches
of the reviewers would have made
this book a more fitting tribute to
those faithful scribblers in the
front rows.
JI. The Theatre as Duet
· Samuel J . Bernstein is interested
in reviewers, too, but he also has a
thesis: "In a few gifted writers ...
the mingling of two important
strains in our national dramaturgy
has resulted in a true and new harmony. These two strains are the
realistic-naturalistic, the traditional
dominant orientation of American
drama, and the European absurdist."
The gifted writers and their plays
are David Rabe, Sticks and Bones;
John Guare, The House of Blue
Leaves; Ed Bullins, The Taking of
Miss Janie; Robert Anderson, Double
Solitaire; and Edward Albee, Seascape.
Each chapter treating a play is divided into three parts: "A Review of
Criticism," "A Discussion," and "Entwining the Strands." "Criticism"
means excerpts from the reviews of
the first New York performances by
the daily newspapers and some national weekly magazines. Bernstein
notes the principal points of agreement and disagreement among the
reviewers. The "discussion" sections
take up some of these points in passing but for the most part they summarize action and dialog: "Then
ancy thinks she sees people farther
up on the dunes. Since she cannot
see them clearly, Charlie jests that
she would be of little use if they went
underwater together. She comments
that she would depend on Charlie's
protection; this notion cause them
to compliment each other on the
haring they have enjoyed a lover
and as married people." There are
page and page of thi . In the 'entwining" segments, Bernstein very
briefly under cores which element
in the plays he finds reali tic and
which ab urdi t. Es lin, Fergu on,
Krutch et al. are applied with a
broad bru h.
The openin chapter of ten pla
'Mo dern
merican Drama:
n
ervie" 'a rt that the hallmark
February, 1982

of our drama have been diversity of
experiment, especially in social protest plays, and optimism of a "stubborn," "tested" kind. In the concluding chapter, "The Strands
Entwined," Bernstein states that
the principal legacy of absurdism are
the images of chaos which "inform
all five models of current American
drama discussed in the study." Informing Bernstein's book is the figure of Walter Kerr, whose views
about the low ebb of American drama
Bernstein tries to refute: "I see a new
wave of American playwrights of
high calibre ... we have entered
upon a new era of American playwriting .... " Bernstein's argument,
then, is not merely that American
playwrights have entwined realism
and absurdism-which no one denies-but that as a result the drama
of the seventies has given u "works
that will do justice to the heritage
left us by O'Neill."

The illusion/reality
debate has been going
in theatre since Ibsen.
The weakness of this argument i
evident when we consider the one
dramatic element mo t nece ary to
realistic drama and abjured by absurdists: character. Bernstein' ummaries make it even harder to
distinguish Al bee's Charlie and
ancy from Anderson' Charlie and
Barbara, and that quartet from Bob
and Carol and Ted and Alice. ontrast Rabe's character with
ill
and you ee the es ential failur
which Kerr and other lam nt. h

ZZI

imag
drama.
for thi .
zzi and Harri t - zzi
ri t did. But B rn t in'

appreciate this difference makes his
hopes for a new era in American
drama seem pallid.
III. The Theatre as Symposium
While Elsom trie to enlighten
us about critic and Bernstein about
playwrights, Timothy J. Wil trie
to bring ome order to another important region of theatrical hi toryproduction. In hi book, he take
up the idea of four important th orists: Kon tantin tani lav ki (An
Act?r Prepares, My Life in Art) Bertolt Brecht(" hort Organum for th
Theatre"),
ntonin
rtaud ( The
Theatre and Its Double) and Jerzy
Grotowski (Towards a Poor Theatre) .
Of the e four , only
rotow ki i
till living but, tog th r , th y pan
the twenti th c ntury. Th ir influence i wid ; in th ca
ki nearly univ r al. Th ir writing
ar technical and Wil ' on rn i ·
to relat their id a f r th th atr
to Ari totle' Poetics and t
ph nom no logy.
The natur of th atr i

u -

as a performance is as natural as
rain and as unexpected as manna.
The theorists whom Wiles discusses
expended much ink worrying about
what to do with the many-headed
beast which pays money to sit in uncomfortable positions and watch a
sequence of events which is supposed
to benefit them in some· hard-todefine way.
As to this benefit, Wiles finds that
all four directors- I beg your pardon, metteurs-en-scene-aim at a variety of catharsis. Enteri11g, thus,
with Aristotle on his arm, Wiles
raises the level of discussion so that
by the end of the book I was pretty
sure that our four heroes would
have felt at home in the lee of the
Acropolis, if not actually on top of
it. Wiles is careful to point out that
what Aristotle's readers have thought
catharsis means (the purification or
purgation of emotions) isn't what
Aristotle thought it meant: " a 'clarification' of the play's incidents
reverses the more common notion
that tragedy purges pity and fear
from its hero or from its audience.
. . . Nowhere in the Poetics does
Aristotle specify the effect which
dramatic literature ought to have on
its audience." The theorists in question were avid mis-readers of Aristotle and their theories of performance specify in detail the effects a
theatre event ought to have on actors
and audience alike.
Stanislavski wanted to unite them:
"[The actor] speaks in his own right
as one placed in the circumstances
created by the play. The thoughts,
feelings, conceptions, reasoning of
the author are transformed into his
own. And it is not his sole purpose
to render the lines so that they shall
be understood. For him it is necessary that the spectators feel his own
inner relationship to what he is
saying. They must follow his own
creative will and de ire . Here the
motive forces of his psychic life are
united in action and interdependent." The desire to annihilate the
distinction between actor and audience is intensified in Brecht who
wished to "effect an understanding
of ocial process" in actor and audi30

ence alike. Artaud carried the process another step and longed for a
theatre which annihilated everything, including itself.
In one of the most bizarre conceptions of theatre ever articulated,
Artaud tried to unite creation and
destruction: ''The theatre, like the
plague ... releases conflicts, disengages powers , liberates possibilities, and if these possibilities and
these powers are dark, it is not the
fault of the plague nor of the theatre, but of life .... It appears that
by means of the plague, a gigantic
abscess, as much moral as social, has
been created to drain abscesses collectively .... The theatre like the
plague is a crisis which is resolved
by death or cure. And the plague is
a superior disease because it is a
total crisis after which nothing remains except death or an extreme
purification."

Artaud's bizarre view:
theatre, like the plague,
is a crisis resolved
by death or by cu re .
Grotwoski, Wiles says, doesn't
mind audiences as long as they're
of the right sort: "When he limits
his audience size to thirty spectators, he does this partially to acknowledge that only a very responsible, emotionally and intellectually
knowledgeable, and necessarily
small number of people may legitimately take part in such a project
as his; he calls this group of initiates 'an elite of the soul ,' as opposed to a monied or educated elite
the two usual audiences for theatre."
The need for this sort of audience
may explain why Grotowski's laboratory theatre hasn't staged any new
productions since 1968. His remarks
about this hiatus indicate that for
him, the need to perform ha been
replaced by a different need: "I cannot say I love the theatre' a many
do. I don't love the theatre. It i
just a domain just a place ju t an
occasion whereb
we encounter
other people and through which we
perform an act of love." nd on another occa ion referring to hi com-

pany of actors: "Now we are on
holiday; our relationship among
one another is explored without reference to texts or legends."
Wiles does ample justice to these
four. He is a careful scholar and the
earnestness of his labor is apparent
in every paragraph. By the end,
though, I couldn't help feeling that
what looked like the main road of
theatrical development in this century had reached a dead end. Without texts, or audience, it would appear that Grotowski has accomplished what Artaud only dreamed about,
the transformation of the theatre
into an ideal space, the potential of
which is more significant than its
use. Grotowski, it turns out, doesn't
want a theatre, he wants a refuge.
IV The Theatre as Refuge
The desire to find a life in art, or
to find one's life through art, is something which John Houseman understands. He differs from Grotowski,
however, in that the presence of an
audience-and one of the monied
and educated sort-was required to
assure him that his future lay in the
theatre. John Houseman was born in
Europe in 1902. A lonely, fearstricken childhood in England and
France followed by a feckless career
in the international grain-trading
business led , with no particular
logic, to a friendship with the composer, Virgil Thompson, and the
responsibility for producing, m
1934, an opera titled Four Saints in
Three Acts.
In Run-Through, the first volume
of his autobiography, Houseman
describes his reaction to the audience
on opening night: "And as the crimson curtain fell ... I heard for the
first time in my life that most wonderful of all back tage sound - the
brief, terrifying silence followed by
the sudden crash of applause from a
huge, invisible audience, breaking
in great wave again t the velvet
wall behind which it could be heard
beating like an angry, insistent
flood. hen the curtain finally ro e
again it wa a though a dam had
bur t.
ith a triumphant roar ,
through which I could vaguel di tingui h the harper tone of cheer
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and bravos, it came rushing at us out
of th e darkness, sweeping over the
bright-lit stage, overwhelming the
small, solemnly bowing figures of
our astounded saints .... Flowers
were handed up in the best operatic
tradition as bow followed bow. Still,
· the audience refused to budge, and
we went on bowing and smiling as
wave after wave of sound swept over
us and the sweating stagehands, like
demented bell ringers, hauled away
at their ropes, sending the huge curtain u p and down, up and down till,
finally, in sheer exhaustion, they
stopped and the audience slowly
evacuated the theatre. And when it
was all over and the Saints had gone
off to their dressing rooms and the
crew had cleared the deck on which
a single, bare worklight remained
burning, I found myself alone in
the sudden stillness, lying front
and center of that vast, dark, empty
stage, with my face against the
splintered wooden floor, sobbing
like a child."
I wonder what Artaud or Grotowski would make of this. Probably, I
think, they would try to dismiss it
as irrelevant and precise! y the sort
of theatre they have tried to abolish.
A theatre historian, however, does
not have the luxury of abolition. He
or she must try to account for what
existed. It remains difficult to see
how a coherent account of twentiethcentury theatre can be written when
it must comprehend lives as different as those of Grotowski and Houseman. It is no wonder that Elsom and
Bernstein reduce their books to the
extremes of excerpting, summary,
and simplification.
Houseman's description explains
why people become producers, directors, actors, and playwrights. o
other line of work provides precisely this kind of soul-wrenching
contact with people who have, for
two hours or more, attended excluively to the words of your mouth
and the meditations of your heart.
I have come across no other passage
in theatrical history which expres e
o well as Hou eman' the ec ta y
and the angui h exacted by labor
in the theatre.

The Feast of St. Michael and All Angels
"Angels are into holiness," said the priest, smiling.
"Let them lead you into praise."
I adjusted my cotta over my sleeves
And stared at the back of my left hand
When he said, "Every knee shall bow,
In heaven and on earth and under the earthHeaven being where the angels are
Earth where we are
And under-the-earth where the fallen angels are."
I thought, "Yes, we are on the earth, where a place i ,
But is heaven a place-where?
Aren't these two wheres as different
As the difference I feel
Here on the earth listening to you
Talk about heaven in this day and age?
And what do you mean
That the fallen angels are under the earth?
Is the under-earth a place-where,
Except in Dante?
Are the fallen angels "into Dante" now
And his City of DisBelief took me, thinking
"The first term is hard to credit,
But I can image it; the second is here-and-now ;
Yet the third is simply not so,
Except in words."
Were the others in their pews feeling what I felt
At that moment-that three kinds of belief
Were demanded by Paul's phra e,
But might call up from under the arth
Like Saul, three kinds of denial?
Later, when with outstretched arm like J us
He sang, "Therefore we prai e you
Joining our voice with ng l and r hang Is
And with all the company of h av n ,'
I wanted to lift my hand t but didn t
For fear of being ut of pla in th
In tead, I aw a fly Ii ht on hi hinin br
And walk like Lucifer n hi baldin
ntil with an unliturgi al arm
He waved it into fli ht
Away from th R al Pr

Oh Holy Michael who i lik

d?

Joe McClatchey
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More Rumblings from
A Dormant Volcano
John Strietelmeier
Last month I was so bold as to suggest that curriculum-building may
not be so much an essential part of
the educational ta k as it is a kind of
anctified escape from the main business of education. Implicit in what I
wrote wa an intimation that if an
institution were to a emble a faculty
of highly competent and highly dedicated teachers and re earchers and
if it were to allow them time to think
and work, and if it were to pay them
well enough that they had no reasonable need to uppl m nt th ir alarie , and if it had a clear idea of
what it degrees wer intend d to
warrant in it graduate and if it
accept d a tudent only tho e applicant for admi ion who howed
rea onable promi e of b coming
that kind of graduate-then it could
get b comfortabl with om thing
like bare-bone curricula.
ow of cour
tho e are normou ifs. But they do ugge t that
the main road to in titutional gr atn
ma not run through th urriculum. If th gr atne of a colle
or uni r it i lar 1 th r fl ction
ofth qualit (int 11 tualandmoral)
of it graduate th n it i 1 ar (to
m at 1 a t) that th
ntral ta k of
th in titution i that of brin in
oun r
contact with a h
r in omf rtable lei ur 1 ituati n " hi h n32

courage the sharing of information,
insights, speculations, drolleries,
experiences, enthusiasms, crotchets,
and convictions. This may or may
not happen if the University Senate
decrees that all freshmen must take
General Studies 10, The Wisdom of
the Ages. It will almost certainly
happen if every freshman has the
opportunity to spend some time
talking to Mr. Einstein or Mr. Lewis
or Mrs. Arendt or Coach Stagg.
For wisdom is what higher education should be all about. And there
are, I think, only two sources of wisdom: 1) our own experience, especially our mistakes, and 2) the vicarious experience we derive from
conversations with wise men and
women, living and dead. Life is too
hort, and our callings too urgent,
to allow us to spend any con iderable amount of time with fools or
dullards-certainly not becau e they
happen to be teaching a cour e required by our curriculum.
Of cour e we mu t also-mo t of
u -equip ours 1 e to make a living.
o ye , students need to meet the
pecific expectation of the job market in their cho n trad or profe ion-at the entry 1 el. And ye , a
privat ly- upported colleg or univer ity ha e ry right to expect it
tudent to e amine eriou ly whatv r it i that th in titution itself
take o riou I that it gen rat
it own fundin to promote it. But
b ond that who reall kn w what
p cifi preparation a 20- ar-old
man or woman n d to Ii e victorioti 1 in th
orld a it will b
in 2022?
ar old it wa
d that totalitariani m
f th fut ur . Th r

hri tian
ntu r.
a ur d Pr id nt

rockets would never be anything
more than toys. And the greatest
professor I ever had delivered a brilliant lecture on why Japan would
never attack the United States.
That could tempt one to the conclusion that an apprehensive young
adult may have at least as good an
idea of what he or she needs by way
of preparation for the long and
murky future as does any senior
faculty member. At least the young
adult may not be as concerned as is
the faculty member for the interests
of a particular disciplinary or departmental satrapy. So while I have
no doubt myself that life in 2022 will
be a sere and wasted thing for those
of our present undergraduates who
have not heard me lecture on the
geography of visual blight, I stop
short of insisting that it be made
mandatory for the degree. Indeed I
have heard of people who were
neither bankrupt nor bed-ridden
nor in jail at my age, despite their
never having had a course in geography. Or even in social science. Or
th liberal arts. Or, for that matter,
college. So how can anyone be really
sure that he or he know just the
right recipe for quantity batches
of wi dom?
Of cour e there must be curricula
of ome ort but the principle for
organizing them hould I would
ugge t, be analogou to that for
taking vitamin : you don't benefit
a great deal from taking more than
the minimum dail
requirement
unle
ou ha ea pecific deficienc
which i known to be corr ctible b
itamin therap .
What it come dm n to i that, if I
had m druther ther would b
fe, r quired cour
and a
luxuriant grm th of electi cour e
all of which " ould b op n to an
tud nt who had paid hi or h r tuition. nd the control " ould b
ho
amination
tak n
mor
ar-about
whi h, mor n . t month .
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